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ORE~N DEPARTMENT OF CORRE@¥IONS 
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES 

Release Planning Refenal Form 

Inmate name: Gorrinan, Nathan Robert Projected release date: 08/1412017 

SID: 17079611 STTLdate: 

Submitted by: Kristine Gates, MA, QMHP County of release: Marion 

ll'vfH Code: MH2 
DD Code: 

Date submitted: 2/13/17 

Releases of Information (ROI) signed for: 
Release Counselor or Comprehensive Counselor 0 Yes 0 No 
Community Corrections in County of ReleaseD Yes 0 No 
Reentry Benefits Coordinator D Yes D No 0 NA 

If NO, please answer questions in general terms without giving 
s ecific diaQlloses or medications. 

TREATMENT & SYMPTOMS 

Describe cunent mental health symptoms: Ct currently presen with some distress due to her cunent 
identi . Ct enilorses feeling as though she is trapped in the wrong body and would like to complete 
the process of transitioning from male to female. Ct has b een actively working on her transition 
throughout her time witfrin ODOC. Along with this, Cf reports at times struggling·with her self-image 
and worth, feeling depr~ed or loss of motivation, and reports difficulty with getting enough sleep at 
night. 

CulTent diagnoses - L ist diagnoses only if a ROJ has been signed: !1Q2.0 Gender Dysphoria; 
309.81 Posttraumatic Stress Disorder 

Is there a history of sexual abuse? 0 Yes 0 No 

Will this inmate need mental health services in the co=unity? I:8J YesrD No 
If Yes, please describer Ongoing psychiatric medication management as well as ongoing individual 
counseiing; 'lowever, Ct will be paroling from ODOC and transported up to Wasliington to complete . 
time in their DOC for a guilty conviction. 

Revised 07124/15 

Gorunan v ODOC · · ~~·SlDil7079611 
art Mental Health; Page lll 

Nathan Goninan, SID #17 NTIAL-419 
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Is the inmate taking psychiatric medications? l [g] Yes 
If Yes, list medications only if a ROI has been signed: 
started)'~ 

0 No 
Benadryl 1 OOmgJ!S; Lamiclal25mg (jusl 

What symptoms are expected if the inmate stops taking medications? Ct would likely experience some 
depression aJ;J.d l_ack of motivation, as well as difficulty with sleep (falling asleep at night). 

Has the inmate been placed on involuntary medications? 0 Yes ~ No 

HAR M TO SELF AND OTHERS 

Is there a history of engaging in self~ injurious behaviors? ~ Yes 0 No 
If yes, please describe: Ct as engaged in various attempts of suicioe during his incarceration, via self 
harm and hanging attemiJts. 

Is there a history of assaultive or violent behavior? ~ Yes 0 No 
[f yes, please describe: Ct does have an extensive history of assaultive behaviors both b efore 
incarceration and during incarceration. Ct is currently serving a 10 year sentence in ODOC for an 
Assault charge. 

1-------- --- - - ------ - - ----- - - ·- - ---- ------ -1 
.:.. __ •:_:_;.__,_ ,.._-=---=---=-- _ ,.-: __ . ___ -=---"'-..:....,_-_.:.., --~.:..:..-~.:...:.... :....~~--.:....:.... ---=------=---- ---~ ___ ::;....:___·_ -----=--~- ---__:.;_:._-::-._:-_ ..: __ __ . --=--=-------·· -

LEVELS OF FUNCTIONAL L\1P AIRMENTS 

Activities of Daily Functioning (Please provide examples of impairments, such as: Does the inmate 
shower regularly with soap, brush his/her teeth, comb his/her hair, wear clean clotl1es, etc.? Does the 
inmate keep his/her area clean? Does the inmate attend meals? Is the inmate awake all Pight? Does the 
inmate require an orderly assistant?): Ct does not demonstrate any difficulties in completing activities 
of daily functioning. · 

Social Functioning (Please provide examples of impairments, such as : Does the irunate spend most 
of day on his/her bunk? Does the inmate participate in social activities such as yard, play cards, watch 
TV, etc.? Does the inmate have friends?): Ct does not stmggle interpersonally and often engages in 
conversations and activities with others. 

Revised 07/24/15 

, ~ - inan '' ODOC, et al.; 6:17-cv-00197-AC: N.at1J111-Gonina,..S~IJ#.l.'l01Q6ll ~art.Mentat·Helfttl1;1539'e 1 J 

Nathan Goninan, SID #1 70796J j ,.-v eooC,e! al.; 6 : 1 7~01-9.7~1DENTIAL-420 

Ex=lt:A 
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----------~~~--------------~CYl .---- ·,!._J'- ~-"-· ---------- ----, 

Concentration, Persistence or Pace (Please provide examples of im.pairments, such as: Is the 
inmate able to attend appointments as scheduled? Is the inmate able to follow simple instructions? Is 
the inmate able to watch a TV show or read a book and remember tbe storyline or name the 
characters? Is the inmate able to stay focused on a task in a group or work setting?). Ct bas not 
demonstrated anY. difficulty in concentration, even orking · the l~galJI'brary as an assistant 

Episodes of Decompensation: List number ofMHI!JCH admissions. 0 

Has the inmate required Mental Health Infirmary level of care during the past three years? 
DYes [giNo 

Revised 07/24/1 5 

Nathan Goninan, SID #17079611-r-v-85 
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PRE-RELEASE SOCIAL SECURITY & OTHER ISSUES 

-Does the. inffi~~tC ~~port that social security benefits were received in the past? 0 Yes ~No ----
If Yes, e-mail a copy of this fonn to the Reentry Benefits Coordinator to contact Social Secc;rity to 
confirm past benefits? · 

Does the inmate demonstrate marked impairments in two of the four Levels of Functional Impairment 
(ADL's, Social Functioning, Concentration, Persistence or Pace, Episodes ofDecmnpensation)? 
0 Yes kXJ No 
If Yes, e-mail a copy of this form to the Reentry Benefits Coordinator to assist in applying for 
prc-relea.<lC Social Security. 

Does the inmate require completion of the Intake Application for Developmental Disability Services? 
0 Yes ['XJ No 
IfYes,·e-mail a copy of this fonn to the BHS Transition and Release Specialist for review, 

Does the inmate require specialized release planning (civil commitment, foster/group home, nursing 
home placement etc.)? DYes ~o 
If Yes, e-mail a copy of this form to the BHS Transition and Release Specialist for review. 

Is the inmate Seriously Mentally Ill? 0 Yes I2J No 

If Yes, will the inmate need assistance with a follow-up medication appointment in the community? 
0 Yes kXJ No 
If Yes, contact the county mental healt.\1 provider at three months to schedule a follow-up medication 
appointment and forward mental health documentation. A current llit of Countv Contacts and ARC 
contacts for Multnomah County is on the U drive. Contact the Release Counselor or Comprehensive 
Counselor by e-mail to confirm the appointment date and time or to notify them that an appointment has 
not been scheduled and the reason why. 
c=.c=c=====-===--=..c.c==-~c__ ___ , _____ _ 

Form Completed By: Kristine Gates, MA, QMHP Date: 2/13/17 

Fonn Instructions: 
Do not use abbreviations, shorthand, or clinical jargon- this form >vill be read by staffs who are not 
clinicians. 
Form to be filled out b)rQMHNQMHP and an e-mail copy will be forwarded to the Release Counse:or or 
Comprehensive Counselor. 
If the inmate is has received social security in the past or is eligible for pre-release social security e-mail a 
copy of this form to the Reentry Benefits Coordinator. 
If the inmate requires completion of an Intake Application for Devolopnwnt Disability Services or 
specialized release planning e-mail a copy of this form to the BHS Transition and Release Specialist. 
The Release Counselor or Comprehensive Counselor will provide a copy of the 1Release Planning Referrnl 
Fonn' to the appropriate Community Corrections staff person. A copy of this form will not be filed in the; 
Institution Record and will not be released to any other agency without an additional signed ROI. 
The completed ROis will be filed in the me:ttal health sec lion of the medical file behind the 11H Coruent 
tab, 
The completed BHS Release Planning Referral Form will be fiJed in the mental health section of the 
medical file behind the MH-Misc. tab. 

RevisOO 07!24/15 
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NAME: GONINAN, NATHAN 

SID #: 17079611 

Problem Statement: 

Behavioral Health Services 
Treatment Plan 

-~ , Crisis Prevention Plan 

Date Initiated: 11 /18/16 

Whai I look, sound, and act like when I am having mental health concerns or functioning issues: 
'Sometimes I get really quiet or isolate. I start having a lot of thoughts of hurting myself or acting out to get people to 

listen to me. I start sending a lot of kyles because I get paranoid that no one is hearing me." 

Why I want to work on decreasing and managing my ~mptoms or functioning issues: 
•so I can be._happler and live the life I want. So I don't feel stressed out and overwhelmed all the time. I just want to 

feel like myself becau~e I will be able to have a Better mood and keep doing well." 

When I am not managing my symptoms or functioning this is what happens short-term: 
'I start feeling like there is a bomb inside me and start feeling impulsive, '! start wondering what the point in doing. 

good is if I feel so uncomfortable with the person I am." 

Other mental health s m toms or functionin issues I have had in the ast: 

Signs I know when my mental health or functioning is-getting worse: 
I know I am not doing well when "I start getting really anxious and paranoid that people aren't hearing my suffering. I start 
sending a lot of kyles and start having thoughts pf harming myself." 

Staff would know when I am not doing well when 'i send a lot of ky:tes. I try to tell people I need help, BHS counselor in 
particular." 

I would like staff to know how to help me when I am not doing well, and the help I need is "Reminding myself th.at it is a 
proce5s. Holding on to the progress that I have made, like being able to get alternative canteen. Talking to BHS or othe11 
tiansgender peers. Reading books of the struggles others have been through to remind myself that there is hope." 

Strengths & Resources: 
My strengths and/or supports are "My homeboy chief (peer at the prison), my brother who lives in Ohio, my wife Lucy, 
my friend Rachel that I write with, some of my friends in the prison." 

The skills I know are "I try to do a lot of meditation, read the Hindu bible, weighing pros and cons to manage impulses, I 
will read books to distract myself." 

I am good at "Drawing, writing music and singing, arts and crafts (knitting and dream catchers)." 

Crisis Prevention Plan date initiated: 11 /1 8/16 

Crisis Prevention Plan date ended: 1/23/16 

[Type text] 

Nathan Goninan, SID #17079611~ ., . 
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/kf)J 
No Progress (No change In frequen~;d goal) 
Good Progress (50% Increase in frequency toward goal) 
Excellen t Progress (Goal is being met) 

1. Target Behavior {life threatening, obstacles to learning, or quality c:;flif;;): 
I would like to work an the fallowing symptoms or functioning issues ... 

._Feeling depressed and having chronic thoughts of self-hann as a result of feeling trap ed In a male body 

Insert dates when Increase In symptoms or progress toward goal was Increase In No 
reviewed under columns (see above key). Symptoms Progress 

Goal: 
My long term goal to manage my target symptoms or functioning 
issues is: 

Work on my transition from male to female so I can feel ccmfortable and 
CO!!!f!.lete. 

Methods/Skills (BHS a2~olntments, DBT skills, self-care): 
To reach my long term goal, I need to ... (Be clear, specific and measu,.ble.) 

1. Coming out to those around me, Including peers and 
officers 

2. Requesting others to refer to me as "she" instead of "he' 

3. Get approved for alternative canteen 

2. Target Behavior {life threatetllng, obstacles tc;o learning, o r quality of life): 
I would like to work an the fallowing symptoms or functioning Issues ... 

Good Excellent 
Progress Progress 

I I/~ nj1'0 
lt-lrzP 

11 {1s 
\\ j·? rZ-f z.v 

IZ-/ 1'\ ~ 

Not getting stuck in a negative mindset and allowing those emotions to Impact how I communicate with others; which sometimes results 

in impulsive thoughts or behaviors {aggressive in nature toward myself or others). 

Insert dates when increase In symptoms or progress toward goal was Increase In No 
revlew~d under columns (see above key). Symptoms Progress 

Goal: 
My long term goal to manage my target symptoms or functional 

11\1}0 issues is: 
-- .... --- ---- -· ---

Be more mindful of how others are perceiving me and how I 
communicate my feelings/thoughts to others . 

- -. -- ~- .. ---- ........... _ -. · .. · .. '< .. - .. ·.~- -·-··· '- .. ~-...s ,•:;..•..;::,-:;..:... • .-. ----~. - .... .-. ~ -- ---· --· 
Methods/Skills (BHS a(!(!olntments, DBT skills, self-care): 
To reach my long term goal, I need to ... (Be clear, specific and measu,.ble.) 

1. If I mess up and do say something mean or act aggressively, I 
debrief this with BHS counselor. 

2. Letting others know when I am in a bad mood beforehand. 

3. Weighing pros and cons of acting out physically or verbally. 

11\tCO 

Goninan, Nathan 
17079611 
1/S/86 

: 
Gc;ood Excellent 
Progress Progress 

ltj'lD 
1/_2:5 

,_. -· ·-·--=. -· - -· .. - ·- .. 

) ? .. -/ 'LO 

l/ ?....? 

1-AC; Na~~ Goninan, Simi7~79~11 
h·Page 

Nathan Goninan, SID #170796 OC, et al. ; 6:17-cv-00197-AC-CO \AL-489 
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Transition and Level of Care Plan: Maintain myself on mainline at OSCI and continue working with BHS counselor 

toward my transition from male t.o female. 

Additional Information (Safety Concerns I Boundary Issues): 

NOTE: 
Page 1 of this document would be used as a Crisis Prevention plan, when necessary: 

Problem Statement 
Other Mental Health Symptoms or Functioning Issues 
Signs I Know When My Mental Health or Functioning is Getting Worse 

Strengths and Resources 

Treatment Plan Signatures: 

QMHP Signature: ~ . IM.n M J.i1' I r~ 
Date: 1 /~/17 

OMHA Slgo""'e' ~ 
Client Signature(J ~ 

Date: --- --- - -------

Dates Reviewed: 

Dale 
Date 
Date 
Date 
Date 
Date 
Date 
Date 
Dale 
Date 

--41/4<1/J'-'-f'ilw.J.....j. ~~L_ Initials (QMHP) 
___ _.f ___ Initials (OMHP) 

------- Initials (QMHP) 
Initials (QMHP) 

- - - ---- Initials (QMHP) 

_ _ ____ _ Initials (QMHP) 

------- Initials (QMHP) 
_______ Initials (QMHP) 

- - ----- Initials (QMHP) 
- - ----- Initials (QMHP) 

Date: 1/23/t + 

-'t~r~-'------ Initials (Client) 
___ _ ____ Initials (Client) 
______ _ Initials (Client) 
_______ Initials (Client) 
___ _ _ __ Initials (Client) 
_______ Initials (Client) 
___ _ ___ Initials (Client) 
_ _______ Initials (Client) 

--- ----- Initials (Client) 
Initials (Client) 

Goninan, Nathan 
17079611 
1/8/86 

Page 3 

Goninan v ODOC. et aJ.; 6:17-cv-00197-AC; NatiJw;~ Goninan, SID§l7079611 
OOOC Medocal Chart Mental Health; Page IO.l 

Nathan Goninan, SID #1 7079611, v ODOC, et al.; 6 :17-cv-00197-AC-CONFIDENTIAL-490 
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Date: 5/15117 
Time: 1:OOpm 
Duration: 50 minutes 

ODOC Behavioral Realth Services 
Progress Note 

Pw·pose of Se;sion: Check-in per .l.:yte request 

Subjective: 
Ct stated she bad written a k")'te requesting to be seen because she had not met with anyone in a couple months. Ct 
stated she has been having a lot of issues with the officers lately and her being on hormones. Cl stated she was 
harassed by an officer about taking her shirt off on the yard and then got "called out" for being on hormones in 
front of everyone on the yard. Ct repoJied she also called PREA because an OIC told her to take her shirt off so she 
could see if her boobs were real or not. Ct stated when she contacted PREA she began getting retaliated against. Ct 
staled she just wants people to know that this isn' t okay and that everyone deserves to be treated with respect. Cl 
stated she knows she leaves in a couple months to go to Washington so she isn't going to do anything else but 
wants it at least brought to the attention of people. Cl stated she is nervous about her parole to Washington for her 
lime she bas to serve up there. Ct spoke about her time she will have to serve in Washington for the crime she 
collllllitted up there, including some of her emotions about the crime that she committed. Ct reported she knows she 
w ill have to face her victim's family, which she is anxious about. Ct talked about starting hormones a couple 
mouths ago and feeling like finally she has been able to achieve her goal. Cl denied any SIIS.H/HI. 

Objective: 
Ct was oriented x4. Ct's hygiene and grooming were adequate. Appears reported age. Ct maintained socially 
appropriate eye contact during the session, easily engages in rapport. Ct's mood was normal, affect was enthymic. 
Ct was ale11, cooperative, and polite. Ct endorsed no issues with appetite; speech/tone/volume was "WJ\TL. Thought 
content appeared organized and insight/judgment are present. Cl will be up for parole on 8/2/17. 

Assessment: 
Ct s meufuibealth Oiagnosis is currently 301.0 Gender Dysphoria, oderate, LOF 3. Ct did not present any active 
symptoms at this time, indicating she bas been relieved since starting her bom1ones. Ct expressed some difficulty 
with staff and feeling targeted at times. Ct has shown gro.,rth in her abilitY to manage her frustrations, sharing 
several examples during the session of frustrations over the past couple months that she was able to work through 
without violence. No changes at this time. 

Has there been a change in diagnosis? DYes [8:1 No 

If yes, has the Diagnosis Justification Form been completed'! DYes D No (Explain) 

Plan: 
Ct was scheduled for RTC 30 day flu on 6/12/17 to continue working on her goals for her transfer to Washington 
DOC. Ct has endorsed anxiety over this transition and not knowing what to expect for her honnone treatment in 
Washington DOC. 

Kristine Gates, MA, Q.M1IP 
Print Name 

~~Q_Mkff 
Signature ( 

5/15/17 
Date 

Name Goninan, Nathan 

SID 17()7961 1 

DOB 1/08/1986 

MH Code MB2 

Acuity/LOF Mod/3 
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Dat e: 5.9.2016 
Time: 11 :30 
Duration: 75 
Purpose of Session: Routine session 

Subjective: 

ODOC B ehavior al H ealth Ser v ices 
P r ogress N ote 

Mr. Goninan #17079611 reports that he has been complaining so much that he has annoyed himself. He reports 

that he wants to feel happy, so has stopped complaining. He states he wants to stay in BHU until his release. He 

described his experienced living in foster care, including being shown piranna fish eating chicken legs, and being 

threatened that if he misbehaved, he would also be fed to the pirannas. He discussed issues surrounding his 
gender identity, asking for access to traditionally feminine items from the canteen list, and hormone replacement 

thera)2y. He stated that while he had no current plans to harm himself; he would consider removing his own 

genitals in the future by himself if lie ~s not given options for liis gender transformationW e reports that he bas 

disclosed his transgender status to peers, and has not received anynarrassment. ire described adventures he had in 
his life in the free co=unity. He did not report any thoughts or plans to harm himself or others. 

Obj ective: 
Mr. Goninan demonstrated a bright and relaxed affect today. He demonstrated good insight regarding his own 

behavior and how he can spend a lot of effort being angry and unhappy. His thought process was organized and 

goal directed. His thought content was reality based. His conversation was spontaneous and congruent. His eye 

contact was direct and relaxed. He was not intimidating or threatening. He was clean, and mildly disheveled. He 

was oriented x4, alert and focused. He did not demonstrate any indicators of harm to self or others today. 

Assessm ent: 
Diagnosis: 298.8 Unspecified Psychosis MH3 Mod. There is no change to Mr. Goninan's diagnosis. He continues 

without medication support at this time. He does not report or demonstrate any symptoms of psychosis. He has 

earned a level B, and has moved back to section 3. He is not a danger to self or others today. 

Has ther e been a change in diagnosis? 0 Yes ~No 

If yes, has the Diagnosis Justification Form been completed ? 0 Yes 0 No (Explain) NA 

Plan : 
See Mr. Goninan once a week and in between as necessary for extra support. Continue to support Mr. Goninan as 

he develops his sexual identity. Provide active listening, values clarification, and distress tolerance as he m oves 

through the beaurocracy of DOC processes. 

Dana D . Crane, OMHP 
Print Name 

[[);J,uft. tJJ.M / QJf,UtJ/~ 
Signature 

I Name I Nathan Goninan 
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Date SID 17079611 

DOB 118/1986 

; MHCode MH3 

Acuity/LOF Mod 
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Date: 9/23/16 
Time: 8:00am 
Duration: 45 minutes 

ODOC Behavioral Health Ser vices 
Prog 1·ess Note 

Pw·pose of Session: RTC I week £'u (recent ani val fi-om BHU) 

Subjective: 
Ct stated he has been doing alright but endorsed it is hard because he stepped down from BHU and feels like there 
is just as much cell time at OSCI as there was at BHU. Ct stated it is nicer being at OSCI because the staff have 
been nicer. Ct endorsed having a lot of issues over at BHU with the staff after people learned that he had went 
tlll·ough au evaluation for a diagnosis of Gender Dysphoria. Ct stated he is still really fiustrated with the way 
things happened at BHU, repmiing he doesn't understand why the process took eight months and"~ there still 
hasn't been any repmt provided to hin1 about why he doesn 't qualif). C\ endorsed frrsi talkingJoJlHS aboul 
eingtransgc:uder in 2010 and)OJ.3, C\, !iialed he remembers being told that he shouldn' advocate for it e 

will cause problg;p.s in prison a talked about his desire to workto~achie.Ying so e . "lll his trausitio 
rrocess before moving on to Washington for his time up there. Ct denied SIISH/HI. 

Objective: 
Ct was oriented x4. Ct's hygiene and grooming appeared adequate. Ct maintained approp1iate eye contact du!ing 
the session. Ct's affect was euthymic. Ct was ale1t, cooperative, and polite. Ct repmts no issues with his sleep or 
eating patterns; specchltone/volurue was WNL. Ct did not demonstrate any signs of psychomotor agitation. Ct's 
thoughts were organized and clear. No distress evident. 

Assessment: 
Ct's ment.al health diagnosis is 309.81 Posttl'auruatic Stress Disorder. Ct continues to strongly advocate his desire 
for a diagnosis of Gender Dysphoria, reporting that there have been so man.y times in his past wlli.ch he advocated 
for help and has been feeling distress over not being himself for years. Ct presents with some active symptoms of 
~TSD, as he disclosed difficulty focusing or _hearing wha_t is being said when triggers happen that remind him of 
his past. ~o change in diagnosis at this tune. 

Has there been a cb.ange in diagnosis? 0 Yes IZJ No 

If yes, has tb.e Diagnosis Justification Form been completed ? 0 Yes 0 No (E:~."]Jlain) 

Plan: 
Ct was scheduled for RTC mental health FlU on I 0/11. Ct was encouraged to start fanning a timeline of goals he 
would like to work toward in his transition (realistic goals within OSCI). Treatment plan process started a:1d to be 
continued dming the nex.t session. 

Kiistine Gates, !viA. OMHP 

Signature 

9/23/16 
Date 

Nam e 

SID 

DOB 

1\ffi Code 

Acuity!LOF 

Nathan Goninan, SID #17079611, v ODOC,.ek! ., . 

Goninan, Natll an 

17079611 

118/1986 

MII2 

Mod/4 
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Date: 10/03/16 
Time: l O:OOam 
Duration : 30 minutes 

(~ 
·~ · 

ODOC Beh avioral Health Services 
Progress Note 

Put·pose of Session: To go over psychiatric evaluation 

Subjective: 
Ct had requested several times to go over her evaluation that was completed while at BHU. Ct has endoncd 
confusion as to why she was denied a diagnosis of Gender Dysphoria, indicating she was told before by the 
evaluator that she would be approved for Gender Dysphoria. Ct was presented with the evaluation, to which she 
stated she had already gone over the evaluation with the evaluator while at BHU, but stated she wanted a copy 
and was only waiting on that . Ct did go over some pieces of the evaluation and had questions about when another 
evaluation would be completed. Ct talked about recently telling lots of peers on the unit that she is trans gender 
aud requested that this writer sta1t referring to her as a "she" even when COUllUUJticatiug with officers. Ct repmted 
she would like to go by "Two Feathers" or by "Nani". Ct asked abont having a cellmate, repmting it would be 
helpful to have someone to spend time with and talk to. Ct was infonned this information has been passed on and 
is awaiting STM approval. Ct denied any Sl/SH!ID. 

O bject il•e: 
Ct was oriented x4. Ct's hygiene and grooming were adequate. Ct maintained sociaUy appropriate eye contact 
during the session. Ct's affect was euthymic. Ct was alert, cooperative, and polite. Ct endorsed no issues with 
appetite; speech/tone/volume were Wl\TL. Ct did not demonstrate any signs of psychomotor agitation. Ct was 
goal-oriented and Iu s thoughts were organized. No distress noted. 

Assessment: 
Ct's ~ental health diagnosis is 3o"9.81 Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. Ct continues to demonstrate stability within 
this institution. Ct appears to have adjusted well and will be starting school soon. t continues to perseverate on 1 

receiving a diagnosis of Gender Dysphoria so she can receive alternative canteen. Ct appears to be opt:ning up 
more with others within the institution and reported talking to many peers about being trans gender. Ct appears 
fiustrated by the system taking au extended pe1iod of time to provide requested documents. Ct does not appear 
symptomatic aL this time and has showu the ability to commu1licate in a coherent and appropriate manner. 

Has ther e been a ch ange in diagnosis? 0 Yes ~No 

If yes, has the Diagnosis Justification Form been com pleted ? 0 Yes 0 No (E>."Piain) 

P lan: 
Ct was scheduled for her RTC session on 10/11. Ct was encouraged to wtite a kyte if additional questiotlS came 
up in regard to the OAR's. 

Kristine Gates. MA. QMHP 
P rint Name 

U-G-xL 
Signature 

10/03/16 
Date 

Nathan Goninan, SID #1 7079611, v Jd 

Nam e 

SID 

DOB 

MHCode 

Acuity!LOF 

Gonina n, Nath an 

\lO~IUJ ~II 

1/BI 19CO<o 
M'Hz 
Mod/4 
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.ODOC Behavioral Health Services~ 
Progress Note 

Date: 3/30/16 
Time: 1145 
Duration: 60 
Purpose of Session: Assessment 

Subjective: 
:Mr. Gonlnan was seen in the BHU treatment office wl.th his primary clinician in order to finish the assessment for 
Gender Dysphoria, 

Objective: 
Mr. Goninan maintains appropriate eye-contact; at times, he is not as evasive or guarded on this date as the week 
prior; cooperative overa111 euthyrnic mood with congruent affect; appropriate grooming and hygiene, there is no 
malodor, There is no evidence in internal stimuli, and Mr. Goninan is not attending to internal stimuli duing the 
assessment. He displays abstract thinking, no evidence of paranoia or delusional thought content; no evidence of 
SLHI. 

Assessment; 
298.9 Unspecified Psychosis~ No evidence ofthis diagnosis during the session with Mr. Goninan. Per discussiOn, 
there does appear to be some dysphoria secondary to gender identity. Please see assessment for more information. 

Has there been a change in diagnosis? 0 Yes · [8] No 

If yes, has the Diagnosis Justification Form been completed? 0 Yes 0 No (Explain) 

Plan: Will complete a chart re~ew, consult with stakeholders and complete.assessment. 

~~ KlliiYiffillS:L, QMHP, OSP 
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Date: 2/l 0/17 
Time: 2:00pm 
Duration: 50 minutes 

r-~ l :.) 
ODOC Behavioral Health Services 

Progress Note 

Purpose of Session: Check-in at request ofCt before meeting about referral for HRT 

Subjective: 
Ct stated she bas been pretty anxious about the upcoming meeting but feels that she has really done everything she 
could to take steps toward her transition. Ct stated she is happy to be back on unit 2 now with other trans gender 
inmates so they can talk about their progress together. ·tat · weekend for the first tune she wore~r 
1akeup and did her barr before going to chow ball. Ct stated it was really scary and She felt she had tunnel vision 

the whole time. Ct stated the moment someone made a conunent she felt herself ready to attack but instead one of 
her "homeboys" had her back. Ct stated it helped her relax a lot after she was able to see that people were goiog to 
stand up for her. Ct stated later the person that had made a joke at her apologized to her for it. Ct said she has 
started to feel more empowered. reponed she also shaved her legs this weekend and it felt really nice to be abl 
to do thafiiild feel more feminine. Ct said she has been wearing all her makeup for almost a week now and finally 
feels really comfortable in all of it. Ct also reported she is still wearing her women's undergarments and has been 
since she got the aJmiQYal to wear them. Ct did endorse she feels...self.conscious aboutJhe tattoos on.Jler.iacc and. 
wishes she had not one them because they are difficUlt to cover up . Ct denied any SI/SH/HI. 

Objective: 
Ct was oriented x4. Ct's hygiene and grooming were adequate; Ct was wearing full makeup and had her hair 
braided in the front. Appears reported age. Ct maintained socially appropriate eye contact during the session, easily 

· engages in rapport. Ct's mood was normal, affect was euthymic. Ct was alert, cooperative, anP. polite. Ct endorsed 
no issues with appetite; speech/tone/volume was WNL. Thought content appeared organized and insight/judgment 
are present. Ct will be up for parole on 8/ 14/ I 7. 

Assessment: 
Ct 's mental health diagnosis is currently 302.0 Gender Dysphoria, Moderate, LOF 3. <i:t was seen to assess her 
anxiety levels at her request due to the upcoming meeting in which she will be presented for honuone replacement 
lherapy. Ct has encforsed to her prescriber an increase in some depression, to which her prescriber did a referral for 
Lamictal. Overall Ct..prescnts as stable, aside from some situatipnal..anxie!)r and the changes in some of her 
depression. N o change to diagnosis at this tin1e. 

Has there been a change in diagnosis? 0 Yes [8:1 No 

U yes, has the Diagnosis Justification Form been completed? 0 Yes 0 No (Explain) 

Plan: 
Ct has been scheduled to meet with this writer on2115/17 for a check-in prior to this writer likely being out on 
matemity leave. Continue working with Ct on planning for her future and identifying progress toward her current 
goals. 

Kristine Gates. MA. OMHP 
Print Name 
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ODOC Behavioral Health Services 
Progress Note 

Date: 11/03/16 
Time: 2:00pm 
Duration: 75 minutes 
Purpose of Session: 

Subjective: 
Ct stated that her BHS radio got stolen, along with her glasses when she was at the yard. Ct stated she has 
been feeling really bored and has een overw lielmed with feelirig like ilie isn 'l hersell': Ct stated she 
doesn't understand why it is fair that the DOC gets to tell her whether or not she is distressed about being 

transgender. Ct stated she has been really open with a lot of her native friends on the yard and some of 
them are even calling her Nani, although she reported most of them continue to just call her by her 
nickname Two Feathers. Ct stated something that has been helpffi has been a cellmate that is close to ber 

that is also transgender. Ct stated the)Lhave been able.Jo talk together about a lot of stuff and she stated it 
is nice ju eing able to talk to another person that knows what it is like Ct talked a little abcmt her 
history, endorsing she feels lik.e she has always known sh~ is t.ransgt:ndt:r. Ct stated sh_e remembers when 
she was around 8 yo her dad._ who was always in and out ofheLlife)..had pulled her pants down to spankl 
her and saw that she was wearing female underwear (her other lwl P._Urchased for her). Ct stated her 
father was ve a bus ·ve and as she got older er father continued to make inappropriate comments, 
sometimes sexualized in nature, to her that made her feel like she couldn't come out about who she was. 

Ct state<Lwhen she was onher o.wnin.herlate teens she spent aJQJ: of time with the LGBTQ communi~ 
and a couple years !l):ior to incarceration she was dr<:Ssing as a female regularly. She stated when she fu·s~ 
came to prison in 2008 she asked her BHS counselor about how to get he}p working on h~OI!, bur 
stated she was told that _peo_Qle who are in prison can't talk about stuff like that because they will be 
targeted or be vulnerable to other inmates. Ct stated she eventually gave up until last year, when she 
began thinking about who she wants to be as an adult. Ct stated she. was ''not a good person." for a long 
time and indicated she felt she had a lot of stuff to leam when she first came to prison. Ct s d she 

fmally feels that she has the strength to fi~t for who she wants to Be. Ct stated she wants to start the 
process of hormone replacement therapy while she is in the Oregon p1ison system, because she will be 
moved to Washington. prison after this for a long time. Ct stated she is pen pals with a trans gender inmate 

that is in prison in Washington. and hears that Washington aoesn't support that population,_ or even have 
alternative canteen items. Ct stated if she has already started the process here, she will likely be able to 

continue the process there. Ct stated she also feels that eve1y day is more and more difficult because she, 
can't transition to who she feels she truly is. Ct endorsed~ecently she created her own makeup and wore it 

out to yai:d. Ct stated it felt good to do something that made her feel more feminine. This WJiter spoke 
with ct about re-doing her treatment plan and including some of the goals she bas been working on 
already, as well as new ones. This w1iter sent a copy of a blank treatment plan with tl1e Ct and requested 
she attempt to start working on it before the next session. Ct agreed. Ct denied any desire to engage in 

hrum to herself or others. 

Objective: 
Ct was oriented x4. Ct's hygiene and grooming were adequate. Ct maintained socially appropriate eye 
contact during the session. Ct's affect was euthymic ru1d mood was normal. Ct was aleJi, cooperative, and 

polite. Ct endorsed no issues with appetite; 
speech/tone/volume was WNL. There was no 
evidence of any psychomotor agitation. Ct was 
goal-orien:ed and demonstrated good· 

Nathan Goninan, SID #170'1-9~ 
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insight/organized thoughts. Ct's parole date is 9/13/17. 

Assessment : 
Ct's diagnosis is 309.81 Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. Ct does not appear to present with any active 
symptoms of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder at this time; and most of her cunent diStress appears to be 
related to ;'eeliug uncomfortaD!elivmg as a male. cr has W.entified in the past, as well during the cunent 
session, tbatlleLgoals are to transition from male to female. Ct,rep01ts this is not a new goal,Jlraviding 
exam_pjes of her his cry in which she iliessed as a female. Ct discussed the desire to harm her genitals, 
feeling that it would be the only way to get others to understand the pain sl1e is in. Cl endorses 
exp.eriencing depn:ssion la~ which she believes is related to .feeling uncomfortable in her own skirt. Ct 
did rep01t it has been helpful connecting with some other transgender inmates that she has come to know 
within OSCI. No change in diagnosis at this time. 

Has there been a change in diagnosis? 0 Yes ~ No 

Ifyes, has the Diagnosis J ustification For.tii' been completed? 0 Yes.-0 1-io-n(Explahij . 

· .Plan: 
Ct is scheduled for RTC in 2 weeks, as she does endorse increase in depression due to her distress about 
being unable to transition from male to female, and feeling as though others do not believe her. Ct will 
continue to work with this writer on re-doing her treatment plan to include goals about her transition. 

Kli.stine Gates. lvfA. OMRP 
· Print Name 
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ODOC Behavioral Health Services 
Progress Note 

Date: 11118/16 
Time: 9:00am 
Dur ation: 50 minutes 
Pw·pose of Session: RTC 2 week FlU 

Subjective: 
Ct stated she has been ahight but is still t1ying to figure out what is happening with her gender dysphoria 
evaluation. She stated she had to be brought back to answer more questions about her gender dysph01ia 
evaluation, which was confusing to her because the questions only had to do with her interactions with 
officers. Ct talkeo about her goals for treatment planuing, stating that she would really like to get sta1ted 
on 10rrnones because she feels like it v.il1 relieve a lot of her stress. Ct stated she has been reading a lot of 
books from the library on herrights and what kinds of things are evaluated before someone is able to be 
approved for hormones Cl stated wlie s e wasin.the community she was trying to be with the LGBTQ 
community because s.he felt liKe herseff. Ct stated she know~ has a badhistmy and thaLpeople often 
look a 1er aggressive past and jud~ her. Ct stated she doesr ' want:.to be that persen because-that person 
wasn.lJJ,ice Ct stated~~he wru1ts to see her kids.again and be abhto get-on with her life-after-she finishes 
bertirne m Washington. Ct talked about asking h~;.drieuds tocalLber 2feathers o annie. Ct stated 
Nomlie means "beautiful" in Native .A114~1ican GJillpre. Ct d~d any SI/SH/ Hl. 

Objective: 
Ct was mieuted x4. Ct 's hygiene and grooming were adequate. Ct maintained socially appropriate eye. 
contact throughout the session. Ct was cooperative, aleJt, and easily engaged in rappmt. Ct's mood 
appeared nom1al and affect was euthyrnic. Ct endorsed no issues with appetite; speech/tone/volume was 
WNL. Thought content was organized and goal-directed. No apparent distress. Ct will be eligible for 
parole on 9/13/17. 

Assessment: 
Ct's mental health diagnosis is cunently 302.0 Gender'Dysphmia. Ct continues to identify difficulties 
with managing lier depressiou and fee iog as though she callllot live he.r life in tbe body she desires. Ct 
has wri_rte11.m ltiple !.<Y!_es to hi w · e bout her hopes and goals} Ct bas shown improvement in ability 
to articulate what her concems ru·e and be patient in waiting for responses. No change in diagnosis this 
time. 

Has there been a change in diagnosis? DYes 1:8) No 

If yes, has the Diagnosis Justification Form been completed? DYes D No (Explain) 

Plan: 
Ct was scheduled for RTC on 12/2. This writer will continue working on adjusting the treatment plan 
with the Ct in efforts to establish what steps the Ct can take to achieve her goals and increase her self
esteem. 

Kristine Gates, MA, QMHP 
Print Name 

~1~UJ--1 Ql--CHf 
Signature 
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OMHP 
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Date: 11/28/16 
Time.; 3:00pm 
Duration: 20 minutes 

,-.,.., ( ...,\_ 
\,_ l . 

O DOC Behav ioral Health Services··' 
P rogr ess Note 

Purpose of Session: Ct was taken to DSU for a pending misconduct 

Subjective: 
Ct stated she is ve1y disappointed in herself for going to DSU. Ct stated she knows that she shouldn't have come to DSU 
but that she was so overwhelmed with always bea1ing tllis pru1icular peer of hers extort people that when her peer called 
her a "bitch" she felt like she needed to do something to get him to leave her alone. Ct stated right after she slapped her 
peer she ]mew that she had messed up. Ct stated be knows that she shouldn't have done anything because sh.e has come so 
far from the _person she used to be. Ct stated last night she almost asked to come to DSU because she was feeling so 
uncomfoti able with who she is. Ct stated she just sits in r cell alL the time.J.hinking about how she doesn't feel like she is 
in the right body. Ct stated he thinks things were just building up ana sbe lost control. Ct stated she is not hying to make 
excuses, stating she understands she messed up. Ct stated she is disappointed that she willnliss her graduation and that 
she lost $300 due to the assault. Ct denied any SliSH/1-Il. 

Obj ective: 
Ct was orieute<.l x4. Ct ' s hygiene and grooming were adequate; dressed in typical DSU attire. Appears reported age. Ct 
maintained socially approptiate eye contact dUling the session, easi ly engages in rappmt. Ct's mood was 1101mal, affect 
was euthyruic. Ct was alert, cooperative, and polite. Ct endorsed no issues with appetite; speech/tone/volume was W1\TL. 
Thought content appeared organized and illSight/judgmeut are present. Ct will be up for parole on 8/ 14/2017. 

Assessm ent: 
Ct's mental healtli diagnosis is currently 302.0 Gender Dysphoria and 309.81 Posttraumatic Stress DO.' Ct was seen to 
assess her after she was taken to DSU for allegedly assaulting a peer on the unit. Ct has appeared distrc;~ the past 
several sessions iuregaTd to feeling as though she is in the wrong body. Ct has also endorsed on multiple occasions 
distress and feeling isolated in a single cell. While Ct has endorsed some stmggles with distress, it does not appear that 
this distress played a role in her assault on a peer. No chmge in diagnosis. 

Has there b een a change in diagnosis? 0 Yes lXI No 

If yes, has t he Diagnosis J u stification F orm been completed? 0 Yes 0 No (EJ.:plain) 

Plan: 
Ct has a RTC session scheduled on 12/2. Ct was encouraged to take time to reflect on otber ways she could cope when she 
is distJ·essed. Ct 's mental health does not appear to have played a role in her pending ulisconduct. Ct does not demonstrate 
any deficits that would prevent her from attending and understanding the beating. 

Klistine Gates, MA. OMHP 
Print Name 
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Date: I /31/ 17 
Time: 9:00am 
Duration: 15 minutes 

ODOC Behavior al Health Ser vices 
Progr ess Note 

Pm·pose of Session: Check-in per kyte request 

Subjective: 
Ct stated she has been having a really bard time lately. Ct stated she thinks between her current cellmate, comments 

om staff around the institution, and her upcoming meeting about -~tting apJlroved for hormones she fee1s 
overwhelmed. Cf stated she has been struggling with tier current cc1lmate because he always makes comments 
about her wearing makeup or about her wearing a bra. Cl stated she has able to ignore it for a while and even tried 
to tell him to bacjs;__off, but stated she can feel her frustration increas1gg. Ct staled Shenas changed a lot from the 
lli!rson she used to l:ie and needs help bying to regulate so sne doesn't do something she regrets. twas able to tal 
openly with this ·ter about ways in which she could ignorcber peer's negativity, while stilladv.ocating.for 
herself.ICt reported she did talk with security about it and should be moving cells soon as a result. Ct endorsed she 
felt better after being able to talk with this writer about bow far she has come and about the person she wants to be. 
Ct endorsed she only wanted to discuss her concerns with this writer aud did not wish that this writer pass on the 
harassment to security for fear of being labeled a snitch. Ct denied any current thoughts/plan of SI/SHIHl. 

Objective: 
Ct was oriented x4. Ct's hygiene and grooming were adequate; hair was tied back. Appears reported age. Ct 
maintained socially appropriate eye contact during the session, easily engages in rapport. Ct' s mood was frustrated 
and irritable. Ct was ale1t, and cooperative. Ct endorsed no issues with appetite; speech/tone/volume was WNL. 
Thought content appeared organized and insight/judgment are present; demonstrating the ability to think of 
pros/cons. Ct will be up for parole on 8/14/17. 

Assessment: 
Ct's mental health diagnosis is currentlf 302.0 Gender..Dysphoria, Moderate, LOE-3. Ct had requested a check in 
with this writer about some increasing frustrations. Ct was ab:e to articulate herself well and after venting during 
tbe beginning of the session was even able to discuss the pros and cons of her actions. She was able to reflect on 
past behaviors and bow they have inlpacted her today. After talking with this writer the Ct appeared much more 
calm and organized in her thoughts. No changes at this time. 

Has there been a change in diagnosis? 0 Yes C8J No 

If yes, has the Diagnosis Justification Form been completed? DYes D No (EJ.-plain) 

P lan: 
Ct was seen per request of kyte to assist with some skill building and identifying pros/cons. Ct is still scheduled to 
meet with this writer on 2/10 for a mental health FlU. Tbis writer did ask housing if they knew anything about a 
move happening for this Ct, to which housing reported a move was happening tonight for tbis Ct. 

Kristine Gates, MA. QMHP 
Print Name 
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Date: 1/23/17 
Time: 9:30am 
Duration: 90 minutes 

ODOC Behavioral Health Services 
Progress Note 

Pur pose of Session: RIC 2 week FlU 

Subjective: 
ft st~ted she is really anxious because she knows that her case will be preseJ:!ted on 2/14/17 for hormone· . 

replacement therapy. Ct stated she doesn't like thinking <tbout getting denied because it increases her deJlression, 

but was able to recognize that it is important to consider the :r:ange of outcom~s and possibilities. Ct stated when she 

starts to feel unCQl:Ilforfable and @pu · ve, as a result offeeliiig like she is not.in the ri,gQt body; she will tcy to 

remind herself of BrQgress she bas made. Ct mentionoo in 008 wllen she first brought up her gender identity 

she was embarrassoo and was told there wasn't anything DOC could do at that time. Ct stated she can see now that 

she bas actually made a lot of progress. C{ stated she tries to remind herself of the positive things she bas been l!l;lle 

to work toward; such as getting another evaluation, being diag:10sed with Gender Dysphoria, getting 1IP roved for 

alternative canteen, and also having another review for hormones. Ct went through the treatment plan with this 

writer and was able to update some of her information, as well as identify some of tbc progress she has made on her 

goals. Ct stat~d s)ie did fmally get her undergarments, and while it was uncomfortable explaining to her cellmate 

and some of her peers that delivered it, she felt good about it after she was able to explain to them. Ct stated she bas 

been able to opel). up to everyone she associates with about being transgender. Ct stated most of her friends have 

l:ieen very understanding and uonjudgmental about it. Ct requested to meet again one more time before the hormone 

replacement therapy meeting to help her with anxiety. 'While ~t endorsed at times she has some fleetiJJ,g thougbts of 

harming herself, she stated she is able to remind herself that harming herself will not help her achieve her goalS ln 

the long run. Ct denied any current plans/thoughts of suicide, self-harm, or aggressive behaviors toward others. 

Objective: 
Ct was oriented x4. Ct's hygiene and grooming were adequate; Ct had her hair tied back during the callout. Appears 

reported age. Ct maintained socially appropriate eye contact during the session, easily engages in rapport. Ct's 

mood was normal, affe¢t was euthymic. Ct was alert, cooperative, and polite. Ct endorsed no issues with appetite; 

speech/tone/volume was WNL. Thought content appeared organized and insight/judgment are present. Ct will be 

up for parole on 8/14/2017. 

Assessment: 
Ct's mental health diagnosis is currently 302.0 Geuder Dysphmia and 309.81 Posttraumatic Stress DO, Moderate, 

LOF 2. Ct's primary diagnosis at this time is Gender Dysphoria. CtlrliS wntterunuJtiplel:ytes in_the past couple 

weeks about an increase in distress due to feeling as though she is in the wrong bod . Ct has shown significant 

improvement in her ability to communicate her thoughts and concerns with this writer without immediately 

becoming defensive or engaging in harm toward herself or others. She has taken effort in working on her treatment 

goals with this writer and has opened up to her brother and her peers within the prison about being transgender. Ct 

continues to endorse desire to begin harmon~ indicating she still feels like there is something missing and w®lil 

feel more comfortable moving to the next stage ofhl)r transition. Ct_was able to order alternative canteen anjl.. 

women's under.&arments. No changes in diagnosis at this time; P osttraumatic Stress DO symptoms appear to be 

relatively stable at this i:im.e and Ct has not endorsed any 

distress due to this diagnosis. 

Has there been a change in diagnosis? 0 Yes lgj No 

H yes, has the Diagnosis Justification Form been 

completed? 0 Yes D No (Explain) 
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r~-

Plan: 
Ct is scheduled to !Je reviewed for honnone replacement therapy on 2/14/17. Ct had requested to meet with this 
,-,•riter again prior to her review for hormones. This v.'liter was able to schedule Ct for a check-in on 2/10/17 to 
address anxiety over her upcoming review. Continue working with Ct on her treatment plan and identifying 
progress on her goals. 

Kristine Gates, MA O:MHP 
Pri.nt Nam e 

~ MArOucf-fJ 
Signature 

1/23/17 
Date 

Name Goninan, Nathan 
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Date: 1/5/17 
Time: 8:30am 
Duration: 60 minutes 

ODOC Behavioral Health Services 
Progress Note 

Purpose of Session: RTC 2 week F/U 

Subjective: 
Ct stated she has been doing alright and is happy to annOtmce that she was fi11ally able to get approved to have a 
ccllmate. Ct stated she let her celhuate know that she has makeup and is trans gender. Ct stated she was told today 
by one of the clothing room people that her women's undergarments would be delivered to her cell today. She 
stated she got measured before the callout for the clothing and is looking forward to goil1g back to the cell to get her 
clothil1g. Ct stated she has a concern about some harassment from an officer she has seen directed toward 
t:ransgender people while they are in medication line. She provided this writer some infom1ation on the comments 
the officer has made toward her as well as toward peers while in medication line. She stated she didn't want to 
attach her name to the complaint at this time for fear of retaliation. Ct stated she has been talkiug to her a brother a 
lot and is still waiting on some pictures to get sent in of her dressed in women's clothing when she was outside of 
prison. Ct talked about her relationship with her wife, to who she has continued to stay manied to despite that her 
wife came out as lesbian aud sees women now. Ct talked about her goals to sta1t on honuoncs while she is in 
ODOC so when she goes to Washington prison she already has the process started. Ct discussed some more long 
term goals for after her incarceration of eventually owning a tattoo pill·lor. Ct denied any SI/SH!HI. 

Objective: 
Ct was oriented x4. Ct's hygiene and grooming were adequate. Appears repmi ed age. Ct maintained socia\)y 
appropriate eye contact during the session, easily engages in rapport. Ct 's mood was normal, affect was euthymic. 
Ct was alert, cooperative, and polite. Ct endorsed no issues with appetite; speech/tone/volume was IVNL. Thought 
content appeared 01·ganizcd and insight/judgment are present. Ct will be up for pill·ole on 8/14/2017. 

Assessment: 
Ct's mental health diagnosis is currently JD2.0 Gender Dysphoria .and 309.81 Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. Ct has 
endorsed distress of feeling as though she is lrJl.pped i<u! body that she doesn't belong in. Ct reports dressil1g as a 
w man rior t incill·ceration and attem tiug_ to .se_ek.l@ tment e en w i ·e · c~ra!ed in Oreg~,.. Ct often sends 
kytes to this writer about feeling unconi:fmtable..i.n her own skin aud :w1sfullg slic coUld be a..woman. Ct has been) 
able to be open.v.-ith family and peers withi.D prisOlLabout.beir.g transgender. She recently was approved for 
a1 e · tive canteen and has !;)een utiliz;iug these resources. JNo ~hanges at this tin1e. 

Has there been a change in diagnosis? 0 Yes ~No 

If yes, bas the Diagnosis Justification Form been com pleted? 0 Yes 0 No (Explain) 

Plan: 
Ct was scheduled for RTC on 1/23/17 to continue talking about her treatment goals in relation. to assisting her with 
feeling more comf01table with herself and building up her self-esteem. ln regard to the concems of discrimination 
and harassment this writer sent an e-mail to the PREA Captain and BHS manager. 

Kristine Gates, MA, Ql\1.HP 
Pdnt Narne 

~ /4,0.)'V0+t 
Signanu·e 

l /5/17 
Date 

Name 

SID 

DOB 

l\ffiCode 

Acuity/LOF 

Goniuan, Nathan 

17079611 

1/8/1986 

J\ffi2 

Mod/3 
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Date: 12/20/16 
Time: 1:OOpm 
Dm·atioo: 60 121inutes 
Purpose of Session: RIC 1 week f/u 

Subjective: 

ODOC Behavioral Health Services 
Progress Note 

Ct stated she is doing a!Jight but still really wants to get moved off of unit 1. Ct stated yesterday she got yelled at by 

an officer and made fun of because she is approved for allemative canteen. Ct stated the officer went on to make 

some false allegations on her and as a result the Ct requested the video to prove she didn' t do anything and then 

also contacted the attomey general{Ct stated she turned his first alternative canteen order in and is excited about! 

getting stuff. Ct stated most of her fnends are aware at this point that she is transgender. a slated she is worried 

about the women' s clothing coming in through the laund1y room because some of her "crew" work down there are 

she thinks that they will make fun of her. Ct stated she is relieved to Jeam that her case presentation for honuones 
will be happening in February and is excited to start the process. a stated she spoke with her brother and should be 

getting some pictures mailed in to her of what she dressed like before she came to prison (reporting the pictures 

show ber wearing women's clothing and makeup). Ct denied any SLSH/HL 

Ob_jective: 
Ct was oriented x4. Ct's hygiene and grooming were adequate. Appears reported age. Ct maintained socially 

approptiate eye contact dwiug the session, easily engages in rappmt. C's mood was normal and affect was 

euthymic. Ct was ale1i , cooperative, and polite. a endorsed no issues with appetite; speech/tone/volume was Wl\IL. 

Thought content was organized and insight/judgment is present. Ct will be up for parole on 8/14117. 

Assessment: 
Ct's mental health diagnosis is cutTently 302.0 Gender Dysphoria and 309.81 Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. Ct 

continues to endorse distress of feeling uncomfmt ab1e being on the Cut Tent unit she is on due to not many 

lran.sgender indi\riduals being present on that unit. Ct has endorsed difficul ' tth manag!ug slce at times due to 
flashbacks of trauma she expetienced as a child; however, she does not appear to be impaired by her PISD at this 

time. No changes. 

Has tbet·e been a change in diagnosis? DYes [g) No 

If yes, has the Diagnosis J~tstification Fm·m heen completed? D Yes D No (Explain) 

Plan: 
Ct was scheduled for RIC on 1/5 to continue working on her treatment plan and goals to help her decrease her 

distress arouud feeling as though she is stuck in a male body. 

Klistine Gates. MA, OMHP 

~~G.tu.!ff 
Signature 

12/20/16 
Date Name Goninan, Nathan 

SID 17079611 

DOB 1/8/1986 

MHCode .l\1112 

Acuity/LOF Mod/3 
I 
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State of Oregon 
Deparunent of Corre<:tions 
Behavioral Health Services 

Date and 

Time 

7/8/2010 Time: 1:00pm 
BHS Progress Note 

MENTAL HEALTH PROGRESS NOTES 

# 17079611 

17079611 Goninan, Nathan 
S: "My kosher meal has been spoiled several times and my eggs were raw yesterday", he stated as he discussed 

his frustration over the meals and how he has no one who will do anything about them. Discusst:d problem 

solving skills and how the officer on the unit at that moment is not going to be able to do anything about it. He 

is going to kyte food services and religious services. He also discussed issues with his past use of resperidaul 

and not being able to ejaculate when he was on it or since he has been off of it He discussed wanting some 

type of testing done for the issue. He also is struggling with forgetfulness, headaches and severe dry mouth. He 

is wondering if it is due to his new medication. 
He had sent a k te14 ages about his identity issues and "wantin to be a woman". Toda he stated I don'r 

want to talk about it. He is willin to have some 1:1 counselin to work throu h identi issues. 

He is currently not doing his packets/programming duo! to feeling mistreated and starting over level 2 for the 

third time. He stated, "I think they are retaliating because they have searched my cell three times this week". 

Discussed how they search cells all the time and that is part of being in IMU. 
0: He was oriented to person, place, and time. His affect was liable. His mood was paranoid, anxious, and 

frustrated. His hygiene and grooming were good. His speech was normal rate and volume. He got up several 

times, looked behind him, looked out onto the tier and stated that he knows someone is going Utrough his 

things. His thought process was organized. He reported no suicidal or homicidal thoughts. He reported 

thoughts of paranoia and frustration with officers on the unit "not listening to me". 

A: 295.70 Schizoaffective Disorder, MH3 mod. He reported eating, working on legal things, and drawing. He 

appeared to be frustrated, upset, and angry. He reported problems with his medications. 

P: FlU in one week per policy. 

' 
NAME : 
SID#: 

Mental Health Progrc:ss Noles - Juo 1009- Progress Not 

32 
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9/22/08 

1707961! GONfNAN, NATHAN ROBERT II :00 A 5 SRCf IMA20 

Cha~ ~ote: Inmate received a DR on 9/20/08 for telling a nurse to "Suck my dick, you fucking bitch. The 

prectpitatmg event was tha_t he requested medical treatment and was told that his issue could wait until s ick 

call tomorrow. The behaviOr v.:.sclear an? goal directed, his mental health issues were not a factor and he 

understood the consequences or nts behavtor. No mental health intervention made.~ 

9/23/08 

170796 11 GONfNAN, NATHAN ROBERT 10:00 A 5 SR.Cl IMA20 

!PC note: Inmate was restarted on his level2 as of9/2! for disrespect toward nursing staff. Will watch for 

increasing agitation; this may be an isolated incident however, since his last misconduct was toward the 

same nurse. He would have been el igible for Jevel3 as of ll/16/08. Will address behavior at his next 

appointment.~~ 
I 

170796 I I GONfNAN, NATHAN ROBERT 9:00 A 5 SRCI IMA20 

S: "'Did_ypu get the letters? This guy et me that I wouldn't co tt . 1 ili1ln't mean it. 

~embarrassed: 

- .Mernith. · ate after I received 3 lcvtes in succession detailing questions abo~ender identity. H~ 

~n,hl.t!iey were &otn U1Jeand false. and it was impossible to tell which story was accurate though ne 
.. fi'as..notmentioned tins to !IDs writer previous! . ll1l!late notes that he JUSt found out that ''when a lrlileStiiff 

· trom e sta! assault is one', they will be taking him up for trial for murder in Washington. He bas been 

told not to talk about the case, but he is worried about it. The offense was in Bellingham Washington; he 

agrees to sign a release of information fur d1e county for his medical records. He reqllP:<ted and r~ceived 

his medical records but the month of May was missing and believes that OSP is covering up their failure to 

follow their own procedure. He has court on the 9th and expects to leave next week, and is worried about 

being in OSP's rMU. He will do "everything and anything" to not be in IMU. Twice before he has made a 

suicide attempt in order to get out of there, and the first time resulted in optical damage, according to him. 

He can 't guarantee safety is he goes to fMU there; rftcr 2 months of clear conduct here, they dry celled him 

and left him with little property. We discussed that he has to do his part to keep himself safe, and be noted 

that he will rry, but the noise makes him paranoid, and the staff harass him and he can't get away. He is 

doing somewhat better on his medication, and there luve been no adverse comments on his !Tacki...-;g fiie 

since his 9f21 disrespect toward the nurse. Affect is cheerful and childlike. l suspect that his defense 

structure is similarly rudimentary, and his acting out is a result of a primitive need to strike back iri 

response to what he perceives as attacks on his self esteem. 

A: 295.70 Schizoa.ffective 0 /0 , moderate 

P: R.TC as previously scheduleci Will contact OSP about his upcoming transfer for court. Will suggest if 

they cannot house him in the MHI that they place birr: immediately on s uicide close observation to try to 

circumvent the self-harm behavior. ~,:1 

GO NINA~. NATHAN 
17079611 

01 /08/1986 

64 

I 

I 
I 
I 
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-2/29/2016 ln a first, California agrees to pay for transgender inmate's sex reassignment~ LA Times 

- \LOCAL I CALIFORNIA 
l ' 

'In a first, California agrees to pay for 
transgender inmate's sex reassignment 

Shiloh Quine was convicted of first-degree murder, kidnapping and robbery. Under a settlement agreement, if Quine completes 

surgery she will be moved. b a women;s prison. (Kristin Schreier Lyseg_gen I I SFINX Publishing/The Women of San Quentin) 

By Paige St. John . Contact Reporter 

AUGUST i 0, 2015, 3:30 AM 

C 
alifornia is first in the nation to agree to pay for a transgender inmate's sex reassignment 

operation, but the state's settlement of a recent court case sidesteps the question of whether 

. such surgery is a constitutional right. 

The state concedes that Shiloh Quine, who entered the California prison system in 1980 as Rodney, 

suffers severe gender dysphoria that can be treated only by physically confornling her body to her 

psychological gender. 

The agreement to settle Quine's federal lawsuit seeking the surgery was announced late Friday, with a 

brief statement from the corrections department that "every medical doctor and mental health clinician 
http://www.laHmes.com~ocal/~llfornl~a-me-lnmate-transgender-20150810-story.html C:x'lf- IO 1/4 
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who has reviewed this case, including two independent mental health experts, determined that this 

surgery is medically necessary for Quine." 

· Quine's victory was made possible by another inmate, Michelle Norsworthy, born as Jeffrey, who in April 

won a federal court order for surgery to reshape her genitals. Gov. Jerry Brown on Friday allowed a 

parole grant for Norsworthy instead, making that ruling moot days before an appellate panel was to 

hear California's legal challenge. 

In both instances, California prison officials had denied the surgeries, arguing that sex reassignment was 

not medically necessary. The state's position was undermined in June when its own expert concluded 

that Quille required the operation. 

"Sex reassignment surgery is medically necessary to prevent Ms. Quine from suffering significant illness 

or disability, and to alleviate severe pain caused by her gender dysphoria," wrote Richard Carroll, a 

clinical psychologist and directm of the Sexual Disorders and Couple Therapy Program at N orthwestem 

University in Chicago. Surgery, he said, would reduce her "depression, anxiety and risk of suicide 

attempts."· 

Waiting until she gof out of prison was rtot an option. Quine is serving a life sentence without parole for 

murder. 

"A settlement is not a precedent, but I suppose it gives a little ammunition to the next guy, to say you did 

this for him, why not me?" said Kent Scheidegger, legal director for the Criminal Justice Legal 

Foundation, a conservative organization based in Sacramento that weighs in on criminal justice 

litigation across the nation. Those requests are bound to eventually force another legal challenge, he 

said. 

"The idea that the 8th Amendment requires something for prisoners not available to the law-abiding 

public is something a lot of people find offensive," Scheidegger said. 

California has nearly 400 transgender inmatesreceiving hormonal treatment, according to prison 

medical data. Quine's lawyers said their research shows the cost of the operation she seeks ranges from 

$15,000 to $25,000. 

Litigation over surgery marks a "gigantic" progression in the rights of transgender inmates, said Valerie 

Jenness, dean of the School of Social Ecology at UC Irvine a11d a prominent researcher in the field. Her 

work documented the high incidence of sexual assault of transgender inmates in California, at nearly 

6o%. 

"You can see the evolution," Jenness said. 
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California's settlement and Norsworthy's parole allow the state to avoid for now the danger of a higher 

court ruling putting sex-change surgeries on par with other medical procedures, with implications 

beyond the state's prisons. 

Even without such a decision, Quine's lawyers said they believe the precedent has been set. 

"This is clearly where the law is going and where the entire health industry is going," said Ilona Turner, 

legal director at the Transgender Law Center in Oakland, which handled the cases of Norsworthy and 

Quine. "These exclusions in health management plans are illegaL" 

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services in May 2014lifted its own exclusion on transgender 

services under Medicare, the national health insurance provider for seniors, allowing the tax-supported 

program to cover "gender-confirming" procedures endorsed by a patient's physicians; 

Quine, who turned 56 on Friday, has been incarcerated since her Los Angeles County conviction in 1980 

on first-degree murder, kidnapping and robbery. During that time, her legal filings show, she has 

repeatedly attempted suiCide. In April2014, a prison psychologist assessing Quine wrote that he believed 

sex reassignment was "reasonable and necessary to alleviate severe pain." When prison officials again 

denied the surgery, Quine in June 2014 tried once more to kill herself. 

''I'm in severe pain," she wrote in a prison appeal after a state board recommended moving Quine to a 

maximum security unit. "I feel tortured and now being placed in future substantial risk of harm." 

She has lived openly as a woman since 2008 and in 2009 began hormone treatment prescribed by her 

prison physicians. However, the.prison system has denied her attempts to legally change her name, and 

she has filed numerous legal challenges seeking to require "sensitivity training" for prison officers and for 

officers to address her with feminine pro)louns. 

She is housed at Mule Creek State Prison, one of nine male institutions to which California sends 

transgender women. Transgender inmates often are housed apart from the general population in so

called sensitive needs yards, among child molesters, gang dropouts and others whose lives might be at 

risk. 

Under Friday's settlement agreement, Quine will be moved to a women's prison if she completes surgery. 

Until now, California has had only one other transgender woman inmate at a women's prison. The 

state's decision to reclassify and put Sherri Masbruc~, a convicted rapist, among women caused an 

uproar in 2009, To this day, the California corrections department keeps her location secret, said 

corrections spokeswoman Terry Thornton. Prison officials in court have said Masbruch has been moved 

repeatedly in response to threats and assaults. 

::114 
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"Arranging for an inmate's sex reassignment surgery, providing the necessary security during 

hospitalization and ensuring that appropriate placement is available for both postoperative recovery and 

placement have no precedent in California's prison system, or .in any other U.S, correctional environment 

of which I am aware," state prisons director Kelly Harrington said in a May deposition. 

The issue of whether transgender inmates have a ~onstltutional right to sex reassignment surgery was 

taken up by a federal judge in San Francisco, Jon Tigar, an appointee of President Obama. 

Tigar had been on the bench less than two years last fall when he assigned himself to Quine's complaint 

and appointed a team of lawyers at a San Francisco firm and at the Transgender Law Center to 

represent her. 

He already had Norsworthy's litigation before him. He noted the nation had yet to see a federal appeals 

court ruling on whether denying an inmate's doctor-prescribed sex change constituted "deliberate · 

indifference" to a serious medical need. If it did, it would violate the 8th Amendment's bar on "cruel and 

unusual punishment." 

At the time, Tigar said that precedent might be set on the East Coast, in the long-running litigation of 

Massachusetts transgender inmate Michelle Kosilek. 

It tookKosilek a decade to Win the right to hormone treatment in 2002. In early 2014, with supporting 

briefs from national organizations such as the American Civil Liberties Union, a panel of 1st Circuit 

Court of Appeals justices ruled that Kosilek, who had repeatedly tried to kill and to castrate herself, had 

a constitutional right to sex reassignment surgery as a medical nec(!ssity. 

But two months later, a special panel of the Boston-based appellate court recalled that ruling and in 

December, the full court denied surgery to Kosilek. The majority opinion raised questions of prison 

security, Massachusetts had contended that a gender-reassigned Kosilek would be unsafe to house 

anywhere: a target for assault in a male prison, a source of mental distress for female inmates who had 

. been victims of domestic abuse. · 

The state offered instead to provide suicide therapy if needed. 

paige.stjohn@latimes.com 

Hoy: Ua esta historia en espafiol 
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1 Plaintiff Michelle-Lay] B. Norsworthy (alk/a Jeffrey B. Norsworthy) ("Plainiiff' or 

2 "Norsworthy") for her Complaint against Defendants Jeffrey Beard, A. Newton, A. Adams, Lori 

3 Zamora, Raymond J. Coffin, Marion Spearman, David Van Leer, Jared Lozano and Does 1-30, · 

4 alleges as follows: 

5 NATURE OF TillS ACTION 

6 I. Plaintiff brings this civil rights action under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 to seek prospective 

7 injunciive relief based upon Defendants' failure to provide Plaintiff with medically necessary 

8 surgery in violation of the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constituiion 

9 and failure to allow Plainiiff to pursue a legal name change also in violation of the Eighth and 

10 Fourteenth Amendments. 

11 PARTIES 

12 2. Plainiiff Michelle-Lael Bryanna Norsworthy is a citizen of California currently 

13 housed at Mule Creek State Prison in lone, California by the California Department of 

14 . Corrections and Rehabilitaiion ("CDCR"). Plainiiffhas been incarcerated under the custody of 

15 the CDCR since on or around Aprill5, 1987. Plaintiff is a transsexual woman- an individual 

16 whose gender identity is different from the male gender assigned to her at birth, who requires 

17 medical treatment to better conform her body to that gend.er identity. She experiences severe 

18 dysphoria and distress resulting from the incongruence between her male physical features and 

19 her female gender identity. Plaintiff has been living as a female since the rnid-1990s and has 

20 received feminizing hormone therapy and chemical castration treatments since 2000. As a result, 

21 plainiiff is a biological female based upon her estrogen and testosterone levels, yet Defendants 

22 have refused to allow Plaintiff to obtain medically necessary surgery to further her treatment. 

23 3. Upon information and belief, Defendant Dr. Jeffrey Beard ("Beard") is a resident 

24 of California. Since his appointment by Governor Edmond G. Brown, Jr. on December 27, 2012, 

25 Beard has served as Secretary of the CDCR. In his posiiion as Secretary, Beard has ultimate 

26 responsibility and authority for the operation of the CDCR, including the administration of health 

27 care and the execution of policies governing medical care and name changes. 

28 
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California. Upon Information and belief, at all relevant times, Newton was an agent or employee 

of the CDCR with the title "SRN II" and was charged with evaluating certain appeals of prisoner 

health care issues with the authority to grant or deny the relief requested in the appeals. Upon 

information and belief, A. Newton is currently employed by the CDCR at Salinas Valley State 

Prison in Soledad, California. 

5. Upon information and belief, Defendant A. Adams ("Adams") is a resident of 

7 California. Upon information and belief, at all relevant times, Adams was an agent or employee 

8 of the CDCR with the title "CME" and was charged with evaluating certain second level appeals 

9 of prisoner health care issues with the authority to grant or deny the relief req11ested in the 

10 appeals. Upon information and belief, A. Adams is currently employed by the CDCR at the 

11 Correctional Training Facility in Soledad, California. 

12 6. Upon information and belief, Defendant Lori Zamora ("Zamora") is a resident of 

13 California. Upon information and belief, at all relevant times, Zamora was Chief of the CDCR 

' 
14 Office of Third Level Appeals-Health Care with the authority to grant or deny the relief requested 

15 in the appeals. 

16 7. Upon information and belief, Defendant Raymond J. Coffm ("Coffin") is a 

17 resident of California, Upon information and belief, at all relevant times, Coffm was the Chief 

18 Psychologist at the California Substance Abuse Treatment Facility and State Prison in Corcoran, 

19 California and an employee of the CDCR charged with evaluating ihe merits of certain inmates' 

20 claims of inadequate medical care. 

21 8. Upon information and belief, Defendant Marion Spearman ("Spearman") is a 

22 resident of California. At all relevant times, Spearman was the Warden for the California 

23 Correctional Training Facility located in Soledad, California, at which facility Plaintiff was 

24 housed when the CDCR decisions at issue here were made. As warden, Spearman is responsible 

· 25 for reviewing and approving or denying an inmate's request for a legal name change. 

26 9. Upon information and belief, Defendant David Van Leer ("Van Leer") is a 

27 resident of California. Upon information and belief, at all relevant times, Van Leer was an 

28 
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Appeals Examiner for the CDCR with responsibility for reviewing and approving or denying the 

2 appeal of the denial of an inmate's request for a legal name change. 

3 10. Upon information and belief, Defendant Jared Lozano ("Lozano") is a resident of 

4 California. Upon information and belief at all relevant times, Lozano was the Chief of the Office 

5 of Appeals for the CDCR with responsibility, among other things, for reviewing and approving or 

6 denying the appeal of the denial of an inmate's request for a legal name change. Upon 

7 information and belief, Lozano is currently employed by the CDCR at the California Health Care 

8 Facility in Stockton, California. 

9 II. Does 1-30 are unnamed agents or employees of CDCR that panicipated in the 

10 decision to deny Pla,intiffrnedical care and/or the right for Plaintiff to seek a legal name change. 

11 12. Plaintiff reserves the right, consistent with applicable rules and orders, to amend 

12 this Complaint to include other officials should it become apparent that those officials' inclusion 

13 is necessary to grant the prospective injunctive relief requested herein. 

14 JURISDICTION 

15 13. This court has jurisdiction over the claims pursuant to 42 U.S. C. §§ 1331 and 

16 1343(a)(3). 

17 14. Venue is appropriate in this judicial district pursuant to 42 U.S. C.§ 139l(b)(2), as 

18 a substantial part of the events giving rise to the claim occurred in the Northern District of 

19 California. 

20 FACTUALBACKGROUND 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 
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I. PLAINTIFF'S PERSONAL IDS TORY WITH GENDER DYSPHORIA 

15. Plaintiff was born in 1964 in Detroit, Michigan. While Plaintiff was still an infant, 

her parents divorced and Plaintiff was sent to live with her grandmother. Approximately ten 

years later, Plaintiffs mother retook custody of Plaintiff and moved the family to the West Coast, 

eventually settling in California. Throughout childhood and adolescence, Plaintiff never felt 

comfortable in the male gender assigned to her at birth. Plaintiff attempted to overcompensate for 

feeling we ale and less than a man as a result of Plaintiffs feminine characteristics and gender 
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1 identity confusion by acting out aggressively, owning guns and turning to alcohol. At sixteen, 

2 Plaintiff dropped out of high school and moved to Hollywood, California, eventually working as 

3 a police informant in her late teens and joining the military. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16. On December 4, 1985, Plaintiff encountered a male acquaintance at a bar in 

Fullerton, California with whom Plaintiff had a contentious history due to Plaintiffs work as an 

informant. Both intoxicated, an argument began in the bar and Plaintiff left the bar to go to 

Plaintiffs car. The acquaintance followed Plaintiff to the car, and Plaintiff retrieved a loaded 

rifle from the car. Plaintiff fired a warning shot but the acquaintance reached for the gun and a 

struggle ensued. During the struggle, the acquaintance was shot in the neck. Plaintiff 

immediately attempted to administer first aid and, upon police arriving, stated "I shot my friend." 

The acquaintance was taken to the fospital, but died a few days later as the result of a blood clot 

from the gunshot wound. Plaintiff was convicted of second degree murder and sentenced to 

seventeen years to life. Plaintiff bas been under the custody of CDCR since on or about April 15, 

1987 and currently is housed at Mule Creek State Prison in Ione, California. 

17. Since at least adolescence Plaintiff has experienced significant distress and anxiety 

16 as a result of the discrepancy between the male sex assigned to her at birth and her own female 

17 gender identity. In the 1990s, Plaintiffs feelings and understandings surrounding her gender 

18 began to consolidate and Plaintiff came to understand and accept that she is a transsexual woman. 

19 18. In 1999, Plaintiff underwent several weeks of testing by a psychologist, Dr. Carl 

20 Viesti, at a CDCR facility. "The results of all test instruments were consistent with the profile of 

21 a transsexual" and Plaintiff was diagnosed with gender identity disorder- "the only DSM-IV 

22 diagnosis available for this condition." Subsequent to Plaintiffs initial diagnosis, the American 

23 Psychiatric Association published a revised version of its Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 

24 Mental Disorders ("DSM-V") in 2013, which replaced the "gender identity disorder" diagnosis 

25 with "gender dysphoria." The DSM-V characterizes the diagnosis of gender dysphoria as 

26 follows: "[i]ndividuals with gender dysphoria have a marked incongruence between the gender 

27 they have been assigned to (usually at birth, referred to as natal gender) and their 

28 experienced/expressed gender." Am. Psychiatric Ass'n, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
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1 Mental Disorders 453 (5th ed. 2013) ("DSM-V") In addition to this marked incongruence, 

2 "[t]here must also be evidence of distress about this incongruence." !d. Hereinafter this 

3 Complaint will generally refer to the condition as gender dysphoria even wb.en referring to 

4 diagnoses prior to 2013. 

5 19. Upon receiving thi$ diagnosis in early 2000, it was determined that it was 

6 medically necessary for Plaintiff to receive treatment for her condition that would help to bring 

7 her body into greater conformity with her gender identity. Toward this end, Plaintiff was 

8 prescribed feminizing hormone therapy and injections of a progestin (Depo-Prevera) to 

9 accomplish chemical castration. Plaintiff has received these treatments continuallyfrom January 

I 0 2000 through the present, with periodic dose adjustments as necessary. 

11 20. As a result of Plaintiffs feminizing hormone therapy and chemical castration 

12 treatments over the past fourteen years, Plaintiff's physical features and voice have feminized. 

13 Plaintiff has been living as a female since the 1990s and her medical records repeatedly describe 

14 her as a "biological female" based upon her presentation, her estrogen and testosterone levels and 

15 . the chemical castration. Her prison records note that she "tend[s] to move and gesture in a 

16 feminine manner" and describe her as "a pleasant-looking woman, slender and coiffed in a pony 

17 tail" who "walk[s] the yard ... as a woman." 

18 21. The end goal of Plaintiffs treatment has always been to bring her primary and 

19 secondary sex characteristics into conformity with her female gender identity. The only way this 

20 can be accomplished for Plaintiff is through sex reassignment surgery ("SRS"), also known as 

21 gender confmning surgery, which involves, inter alia, reconstructing the genitalia to conform in 

22 appearance and function to that typically associated with the person's gender identity. Plaintiff's 

· 23 records from the 1990s through the present reflect that she considered herself a transsexual, 

24 suffered severe distress as a result of her condition and desired to obtain a "sex change." Her 

25 medical records consistently reflect that she was "undergoing a sex change" and in the "process" 

26 of changing her sex, with the fmal step of that process being SRS. 

27 22. In addition to treating the severe mental anguish Plaintiff experiences as a result of I 

28 her gender dysphoria, SRS also is medically necessary so that Plaintiff may reduce the high 
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dosages of feminizing hormones and Depo-Provera that she receives, which Defendants have 

2 repeatedly acknowledged are medically necessary treatment for Plaintiffs gender dysphoria. 

3 Large intake of these hormones over the course of many years has been attributed to increased 

4 risk for heart and vascular conditions and certain types of cancer. Eliminating these unnecessary 

5 increased risks is particularly essential in Plaintiffs case, because she contracted Hepatitis C after 

6 being gang raped while in CDCR custody in 2009 and thus already has significant risk factors and 

7 would face significant, heightened risks if she were to develop one of these conditions. SRS 

8 would entirely eliminate the need for Plaintiff to take Depo-Provera and would reduce by 

9 approximately 2/3 the required feminizing hormone dosage. 

10 23. In 2012, Plaintiffs treating psychologist, Dr. Reese, expressly prescribed SRS as 

11 medically necessary for Plaintiff, fmding that "it is clear that clinical medical necessity suggest 

12 andmandate a sex change medical operation before normal mental health can be achieved for this 

13 female patient." Dr. Reese repeatedly renewed his opinion with regard to the necessity of SRS 

14 for the following six months, at which time Plaintiff was removed fromhis.care by the CDCR. 

15 II. 

16 

17 

SRS IS WIDELY RECOGNIZED AS MEDICALLY NECESSARY TREATMENT 

FOR GENDER DYSPHORIA 

24. Dr. Reese's fmding that SRS was a medically necessary treatment for Plaintiffs 

18 gender dysphoria is supported by leading medical research and standards of care. Gender 

19 dysphoria is recognized as a serious medical condition, with mental and physical manifestations. 

20 SRS has widely been accepted as genuine, necessary treatment for severe cases of gender 

21 dysphoria, including by the federal courts that have addressed the issue. 

22 25. Gender dysphoria is not just a mild discomfort with one's sex assigned at birth; 

23 rather, it is a profound disturbance such that the lives of some transsexual people revolve only 

24 around performing activities to lessen their gender distress. DSM-V 453-454. Gender dysphoria 

25 often comes with severe mental anguish and the inability to function normally at school, at work, 

26 or in a relationship. Jd. at 457-58. Moreover, those suffering from gender dysphoria often 

n become socially ostracized and stigmatized, which further diminishes self-esteem. !d. Although 

28 gender dysphoria on its own is not considered a life-threatening illness, when not properly 
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1 treated, it is often associated with dangerous related conditions such as depression, substance 

2 related disorders; self-mutilation, and suicide. Id. at 458-59. Without treatment, the path for 

3 . those suffering from gender dysphoria can be torturous, as evidenced by shockingly 

4 high suicide rates: 45 percent for those aged 18-44, in comparison to the national average of 1.6 

5 percent, according to the 2009 National Transgender Discrimination Survey. 

6 26. The World Professional Association for Trans gender Health (''WP ATH") is a non-

7 profit, multidisciplinary professional association dedicated to understanding and treating gender 

8 dysphoria. The organization seeks to promote evidence-based care, education, research, 

9 advocacy, public policy, and respect for trans gender health. WP ATH publishes the Standards of 

10 Care for the Health of Transsexual, Trans gender, and Gender Nonconforming People ("Standards 

11 of Care"), which are based upon the best available science and expert professional consensus and 

12 articulate clinical guidance for health professionals to assist with safe and effective care that 

13 maximizes the patients' overall health and psychological well-being. The current version of the 

14 Standards of Care-Version 7-was released in September 2011 following a five-year process in 

15 which eighteen gender dysphoria specialists submitted peer-reviewed papers to help identify the 

16 most effective treatments for gender dysphoria. Eli Coleman eta!., Standards of Care for the 

17 Health of Transsexual, trans gender, and Gender-Nonconforming People, Version 7; 13 lNT'L J. 

18 OFTRANGENDERJSM, 165 (2011) ("Standards of Care"), attached hereto as Exhibit!. WPATH's 

19 Standards of Care are the prevailing standards for treating gender dysphoria. Mental health 

20 providers and medical professionals rely heavily on the Standards of Care in determining the best 

21 course of treatment for their patients. 

22 27. . The Standards of Care make clear that SRS is an "essential and medically 

23 necessary" treatment for gender dysphoria in certain cases. Hormone therapy alone for those 

24 individuals is not sufficient. As the Standards of Care explain: 

25 · While many transsexual, trans gender, and gender-nonconforming individuals fmd 
comfort with their gender identity, role, and expression without surgery, for many 

26 others surgery is essential and medically necessary to alleviate their gender 
dysphoria. For the latter group, relief from gender dysphoria carmot be achieved 

27 without modification of their primary and/or secondary sex characteristics to 
establish greater congruence with their gender identity. 
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1 28. Under the Standards of Care, the criteria for vaginoplasty (surgical construction of 

2 a vagina) in male-to-female transsexuals include "[p]ersistent, well-documented gender 

3 dysphoria," "[twelve] continuous months of hormone therapy as appropriate to the patient's 

4 gender goals," and "[twelve] continuous months of living in a gender role that is congruent with 

5 their gender identity." Id. at 60. The twelve-month requirement that an SRS candidate live in an 

6 identity-congruent gender role is "based on expert clinical consensus that this experience provides 

7 ample opportunity for patients to experience and socially adjust in their desired gender role, 

8 before undergoing irreversible surgery." I d. It is also recommended that patients seeking SRS 

9 have regnlar visits with a mental health professional or other medical professional. 

10 29. · The Standards of Care apply equally to inmates and non-imnates, expressly noting 

11 that "[h]ealth care for transsexual, transgender, and gender-nonconforming people living in an 

12 institutional environment should mirror that which would be available to them if they were living 

13 in a non-institutional setting within the same community .... All elements of assessment and 

14 treatment as described in. the SOC can be provided to people living in institutions. Access to 

15 these medically necessary treatments should not be denied on the basis of institutionalization or 

16 housing arrangements." Id. at 206-07. 

17 30. In California, both Medicaid and private health insurance plans offer coverage for 

18 health care treatment related to gender transition, including SRS. 

19 31. Medical studies have shown the effectiveness of SRS as a treatment for gender 

20 dysphoria. Modern SRS has been practiced for more than half a century and is the internationally 

21 recognized treatment to treat gender dysphoria in transsexual persons. A thorough analysis of 

22 available research conducted in 1990 concluded that SRS is an effective treatment for gender 

23 dysphoria because it drastically reduced the distress of patients with gender dysphoria. In 2007 a 

24 review of multiple studies on SRS was conducted. Special attention was paid to the effects of 

25 SRS on gender dysphoria, sexuality, and regret. The researchers concluded that SRS is an 

26 effective treatment for gender dysphoria and the only treatment that has been evaluated 

27 · empirically with large clinical case series. 

28 
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1 in trans gender women concluded that surgical conversion of the genitalia is a safe and important 

2 phase of the treatment of trans gender women. 

3 33. In a study published in 20 1 0 on outcomes of individuals following sex 

4 reassignment almost all patients were satisfied with the sex reassignment and 86% were assessed 

5 by clinicians at follow-up as stable or improved in global functioning. 

6 34. Another study conducted in 2010with 247 trans gender women indicated surgical 

7 treatments are associated with improved mental health-related quality of life. 

8 35. Nearly every study to date has concluded SRS is an effective treatment for gender 

9 dysphoria. 

10 36. Research also has confirmed that hormone therapy alone is insufficient to treat 

11 certain cases of gender dysphoria. For example, one study compared gender dysphoria patient 

12 groups before treatment, during hormone therapy and after SRS and showed that a bigger 

13 improvement occurs after SRS than after simply changing the gender role. 

14 III. DEFENDANTS DENIED PLAINTIFF MEDICALLY NECESSARY SURGERY 

15 37. On September 16,2012, Plaintifffi1ed a Patient/Inmate Health Care Appeal 

16 seeking SRS as a medically necessary treatment for her gender dysphoria, because the extensive 

17 feminizing hormone therapy and chemical castration treatments she had received over the course 

18 of the prior thirteen years were unsuccessful in reducing the extreme distress Plaintiff suffers as a 

19 result of her gender dysphoria. Plaintiffuitimate1y was denied SRS at three levels of review, 

20 despite the explicit finding by Dr. Reese- Plaintiff's treating mental health care professional-

21 that SRS is medically necessary to treat Plaintiffs gender dysphoria and Plaintiff's well-

22 documented mental anguish- including anxiety and depression- resulting from being forced to 

23 retain her male genitalia. 

24 38. The first level of review was performed by Defendant Newton. Defendant Newton 

25 · deniedP1aintiffs appeal for SRS on or around September 28,2012 despite Plaintiff's well-

26 documented case of serious gender dysphoria and the resulting mental anguish, including anxiety 

27 and depression that only SRS would effectively treat. Plaintiff's medical records make clear that 

28 Plaintiff had been living as a female and receiving feminizing hormone therapy and chemical 
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1 castration treatments for over twelve years but still experienced significant distress and anxiety as 

2 a result of the discrepancy between her remaining wale sex characteristics, including non-

3 functioning male genitalia, and her female gender identity. In fact, Plaintiffs mental anguish is 

4 intensified by the fact:__ repeatedly established in her medical records- that Plaintiff is a 

5 "biological female" based upon her hormone levels and chemical castration, yet is being forced to 

6 live every minute of every day in a body with male genitalia that does not match her biology or 

7 deeply rooted identity. It thus was clear under prevailing Standards of Care and medical research 

8 that SRS was medically necessary and that Plaintiff fully met the requirements for sex 

9 reassignment surgery. 

10 39. Defendant Newton thus was fully aware that Plaintiff faces a serious medical need 

11 for SRS in order to treat her diagnosed gender dysphoria but was deliberately indifferent to 

12 Plaintiffs medical need for SRS and deriied her;appeal. Defendant Newton failed to take any 

13 reasonable measures to address the ongoing mental anguish that Plaintiff suffers as a result of her 

14 gender dysphoria; which is not fully addressed by the feminizing hormone therapy and chemical 

15 castration treatments that Plaintiff has been receiving for the past 14 years. Defendant Newton's 

16 derual of Plaintiffs request for medically necessary SRS was unreasonable and manifested a 

17 wanton disregard for appropriate treatment of Plaintiffs gender dysphoria based upon her history 

18 documented in her medical records and .the prudent professional standards embodied by the 

19 WPATH Standards of Care. Defendant Newton's deliberate indifference is further evidenced by 

20 unreasonable reliance upon Newton's own non-specialized conclusions rather than those of a 

21 qualified, experienced medical provider. 

22 40. Following Defendant Newton's denial of Plaintiffs request, Plaintiff appealed to 

23 the second level of review on October 1, 2012. In appealing to the second level of review, 

24 Plaintiff explained that she "suffers greatly w/out gender reassignment surgery," and indicated 

25 that her suffering would be substantially .relieved through SRS. _Plaintiffs second level appeal 

26 was denied by Defendant Adams on or around November 27,2012. 

27 41. In the denial, Defendant Adams writes that "[ o ]ver the past year and a half, neither 

28 your mental health [provider] nor your [Primary Care Provider] has recommended SRS as a 
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treatment for any of your medical conditions," and while "[Plaintiff's] mental health team is well 

2 aware [of her] needs," "[t]hey have not recommended.SRS as a treatment which would help any 

3 of [Plaintiffs] mental health conditions." Notably, Defendant Adams' denial of the appeal does 

4 not state that either Plaintiff's mental health provider or primary care provider opposed SRS or 

5 that Defendant Adams ever expressly asked Plaintiffs mental health provider or primary care 

6 physician if Plaintiff needed SRS. Moreover, there is no indication that Plaintiffs request for 

7 SRS was ever reviewed by a health care provider with sufficient experience or knowledge 

8 regarding gender dysphoria. 

9 42. Instead, Defendant Adams relies only on Adams' own, non-specialized conclusion 

10 that SRS is not necessary solely because the medical records purportedly did not explicitly state 

11 that SRS was recommended. H~d Defendant Adams inquired, Adams would have discovered that 

12 Plaintiff's mental health provider did, in fact, recommend SRS as medically necessary treatment 

13 for Plaintiff's gender dysphoria. Indeed, only two days later, on November 29)012, Dr. 

14 Reese-Plaintiffs treating mental health care professional-specifically prescribed SRS as 

15 medically necessary to treat Plaintiff's gender dysphoria, writing that "[a]s a female person, and 

16 one for the last 13 years, with the diagnoses given and awarded 13 years ago, it is clear that 

17 clinical necessity suggest and mandate a sex change medical operation before normal mental 

18 health can be achieved for this female patient." 

19 43. Regardless, even if none of Plaintiffs health care providers explicitly included in 

20 their reports a recommendation for SRS, Plaintiffs medical records make clear that Plaintiff had. 

21 been living as a female and receiving feminizing hormone therapy and chemical castration 

22 treatments for over twelve years but still experienced (and continues to experience) significant 

23 distress and anxiety as a result of the discrepancy between her remaining male sex characteristics, 

24 including non-functioning male genitalia, and her female gender identity and thus that SRS is 

25 medically necessary treatment for her. Defendant Adams was fully aware that Plaintiff faces a 

26 serious medical need for SRS in order to treat her diagnosed gender dysphoria but was. 

27 deliberately indifferent to Plaintiffs medical need for SRS when Adams denied Plaintiff's appeal. 

28 Defendant Adams failed to take any reasonable measures to address the ongoing mental anguish 
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that Plaintiff suffers as a result .of her gender dysphoria, which is not fully addressed by the 

2 feminizing hormone therapy and chemical castration treatments that Plaintiff has been receiving 

3 for the past 14 years. Defendant Adams' denial of Plaintiff's request for medically necessary 

4 SRS was unreasonable and manifested a wanton disregard for appropriate treatment of Plaintiff's 

5 gender dysphoria based upon her history documented in her medical records and the prudent 

6 professional standards embodied by the WP ATH Standards of Care. Defendant Adams' 

7 deliberate indifference is further evidenced by unreasonable reliance upon Adams' own non-

S specialized conclusions rather than those of a qualified, experienced medical-provider. 

9 44. Despite Dr. Reese's clear prescription ofSRSas treatment for Plaintiff's gender 

1 ci dysphoria, no official moved to schedule or otherwise provide SRS to Plaintiff. Plaintiff 

11 therefore appealed to the third level of review on December 4, 2012. 

12 45. In response to Plaintiffs third appeal, Defendant Coffin was assigned to create a 

13 report. Defendant Coffin ili.terviewed Plaintiff for the report on or around July 1, 2013 and he 

14 submitted the report on or around October 10, 2013. Upon information and belief, Defendant 

15 Coffin has no significant experience or training in the treatment of transsexual patients and is not 

16 qualified to make a·determination with regard to the medical necessity of SRS. 

17 46. In his report, Defendant Coffm reconfirms Plaintiffs diagnosis of gender 

18 dysphoria, agreeing that she legitimately suffers as a result of the discrepancy between the gender 

19 assigned to her at birth and her own female gender identity and that Plaintiff does not identifY as 

20 female for any perceived cultural advantage, or to otherwise reap any benefits from a female 

21 classification. Defendant Coffin confirms that Plaintiff had an "extended period of gender 
' . 

22 identity confusion" which was consolidated in the mid-1990s, and her behavior "appears to 

23 confirm the accuracy of [Dr. Carl Viesti 's 2000] diagnosis [of gender dysphoria]:" Defendant 

24 · Coffin also acknowledges that, despite 14 years offeminizing hormone therapy and chemical 

25 castration, Plaintiffs gender dysphoria continues to "create distress for [Plaintiff] related to [her] 

26 gender identity," including living a "miserable existence" because Plaintiff is "not happy with 

27 who [she] is." 

28 
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for SRS, yet se!f-servingly concludes: "While it appears likely that [Norsworthy's] medical 

2 consultants would approve [her] as a candidate for SRS as an elective procedure, in the opinion of 

3 this evaluator the available documentation does not establish SRS as medically necessary at this 

4 time." Defendant Coffin fails to explain why Plaintiff's treating psychotherapist Dr. Reese's 

5 fmdings that SRS is medically necessary should not be followed, other than to state that "the 

6 available evidence does not clearly document that the necessary recommendations have been 

7 made or approved consistent with Department policy," as ,"[t]here does not appear to be evidence 

8 on the record that the gender and endocrinology specialists involved in [Plaintiff's] care have 

9 made a specific recommendation regarding SRS." Thus, rather than making an assessment of 

I 0 what treatment actually is medically necessary for Plaintiff based upon her medical records, his 

11 own evaluation of Plaintiff, and standards of care in the field, Defendant Coffin solely bases his 

12 recommendation on his.self-serving conclusion that "the available evidence" does not explicitly 

13 include a recommendation for SRS from "gender and endocrinology specialists." 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

48. Notably, similar to Defendant Adams, Defendant Coffin does not state that any 

gender or endocrinology specialist ever recommended against SRS or that he actually ever even 

consulted with a gender or endocrinology specialist regarding Plaintiff's treatment. Nor does 

Defendant Coffm offer any explanation for why the recommendation of a gender or . 

endocrinology specialist is required or why, if required, a gender or endocrinology specialist was 

not charged with providing the report for the third level of review. 

49. Under these circumstances, it is cle<lf that the rationale for Defendant Coffin's 

21 recommendation against SRS was merely a pretext. Plaintiffs medical records make clear that 

22 Plaintiff had been Jiving as a female and receiving feminizing hormone therapy and chemical 

23 castration treatments for over 13 years but still experienced (and continues to experience) 

24 significant distress and anxiety as a result of the discrepancy between her remaining male sex 

25 characteristics, including non-functioning male genitalia, and her female gender identity and thus 

26 that SRS is medically necessary treatment. Defendant .Coffm thus was fully aware that Plaintiff 

27 faces a serious medical need for SRS in order to treat her diagnosed gender dysphoria but was 

28 deliberately indifferent to Plaintiffs inedical need for SRS in recommending against SRS. 
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1 Defendant Coffin failed to take any reasonable measures to address the ongoing mental anguish 

2 that Plaintiff suffers as a result of her gender dysphoria, which he acknowledged is not fully 

3 addressed by the feminizing hormone-therapy and chemical castration treatments that Plaintiff has 

4 · been receiving for the past i4 years. Defendant Coffin's denial of Plaintiffs request for 

5 medically necessary SRS was unreasonable and manifested a wanton disregard for appropriate 

6 treatment of Plaintiffs gender dysphoria based upon her history documented in her medical 

7 records and the prudent professional standards embodied by the WP ATH Standards of Care. · 

8 Defendant Coffin's deliberate indifference is further evidenced by Coffin's unreasonable reliance 

9 upon his own non-specialized conclusions rather than those of a qualified, experienced medical 

10 provider. 

11 50. On October 25,2013, based upon Defendant Coffin's recommendation Plaintiffs 

12 third and fmal appeal was denied by Defendmt Zamora, Chief of the CDCR Office of Third 

13 Level Appeals-Health Care because "[Plaintiffs] current providers have documented the 

14 determination that the subject surgery is not medically necessary for [her]," and Plaintiffs 

15 "appeal of that determination does not include a showing that the subj.ect surgery is medically 

16 necessary." Defendant Zamora's decision is wholly unsupported by Plaintiffs medical records. 

17 Defendant Zamora failed to address Dr. Reese's opinion t)J.at SRS was medically necessary in the 

18 denial, failed to obtain the recommendation ofany other qualified health care provider, and failed 

19 to offer any measures to address Plaintiffs ongoing mental anguish resulting from her gender 

20 dysphoria . 

. 21 51. Defendant Zamora was fully aware that Plaintiff faces a serious medical need for 

22 SRS in order to treat her diagnosed gender dysphoria but was deliberately indifferent to Plaintiffs 

23 medical need for SRS in denying her SRS. Defendant Zamora failed to take any reasonable 

24 measures to address the ongoing mental anguish that Plaintiff suffers as a result of her gender 

25 dysphoria, which Zamora acknowledged is not fully addressed by the feminizing hormone 

26 therapy and chemical castration treatments that Plaintiff has been receiving for the past 14 years. 

27 Defendant Zamora's denial of Plaintiffs request for medically necessary SRS was unreasonable 

28 and manifested a wanton disregard for appropriate treatment of Plaintiffs gender dysphoria based . 
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upon her history documented in her medical records and the prudent professional standards 

2 embodied by the WPATH Standards of Care. Defendant Zamora's deliberate indifference is 

3 further evidenced by Zamora's unreasonable reliance upon the conclusions of non-specialized, 

4 inexperienced health care providers rather than those of a qualified, experienced health care 

5 professionaL 

6 52. Defendant Zamora's denial exhausted Plaintiffs administrative remedies within 

7 the CDCR. 

8 53. Defendant Beard bas ultimate authority for whether or not Plaintiff is provided 

9 SRs and for the implementation of CDCR policy with regard to medically necessary medical 

I 0 treatment. Defendant Beard has endorsed and affirmed the discriminatory and deliberately 

11 indifferent conduct of Defendants Newton, Adams, Coffin and Zamora by failing to intercede and 

12 grant Plaintiff medically necessary SRS and by failing to ensure that CDCR's policies 

13 surrounding the provision of medical treatment are implemented in a fair and non-discriminatory 

14 manner and/or that inmates receive medically necessary treatment for gender dysphoria, including 

15 SRS in appropriate cases. Defendant Beard's deliberate indifference is further evidenced by 

16 Beard's unreasonable reliance upon the concluSions 'of non-specialized, inexperienced health care 

17 providers rather than those of a qualified, experienced hea)th care professional. 

18 . IV. CALIFORNIA CODE OF REGULATIONS TITLE 15, SECTION 3350.1 IS 

19 DISCRIMINATORY AND DOES NOT IMMUNIZE DEFENDANTS' 

20 UNCONSTITUTIONAL DENIAL OF SRS 

21 54. Defendants' refusal to provide SRS to Plaintiff is not justified by California Code 

22 of Regulations ("C.C.R.") Title 15, Section 3350.1, which identifies vaginoplasty as a "[s]urgery 

23 not medically necessary [that] shall not be provided" except for cystqcele or rectocele (conditions 

24 involving damages to the vaginal wall) unless the patient's attending physician prescribes the 

25 treatment and "[t]he service is approved by the medical authorization review committee and the 

26 health care review committee." 15 C.C.R. § 3350.1(b)(2); 15 C.C.R. § 3350.1(d). 

27 55. As a preliminary matter, this regulatory scheme is facially discriminatory against 

28 transsexual women inmates by making vaginoplasty de facto unavailable for such inmates but 
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I allowing the treatment for non-transgender female inmates with certain conditions such as 

2 cystocele. The regulation singles out inmates assigned male at birth, and trans gender women 

3 inmates in particular, by placing onerous, significant barriers to obtaining vaginoplasty even 

4 when, as here, it is medically necessary. 

5 56. Moreover, the regulation was applied by each of the Defendants in a manner that 

6 discriminated against Plaintiff on the basis of her status as an inmate assigned male at birth, and a 

7 transsexual woman in particular. Each of the Defendants failed to give proper consideration to 

8 whether or not SRS was a medical necessity for the treatment of Plaintiff's gender dysphoria and 

9 based their conclusions on different factors and processes than they would have in determining 

I 0 · the appeal of a non-transgender inmate's request for medically-necessary surgery. Each 

11 Defendant regarded and applied the regulation as a de facto bar to Plaintiff's request for SRS-

12 and vaginoplasty in particular- solely as the result of Plaintiff being assigned male at birth, and 

13 status as a transgender woman in particular. 

14 57. Finally, each of the Defendants discriminated against Plaintiff and manifested 

15 deliberate indifference to the mental anguish and suffering still resulting from her gender 

16 dysphoria by failing to. prescribe SRS and refer Plaintiff's SRS for approval by the medical 

17 authorization review committee and the health care review committee pursuant to 15 C.C.R. § 

18 3350.1(d). 

19 58. Plaintiff continues to suffer deep anxiety and distress as a result of the discrepancy 

20 between her female gender identity and her remaining male sex characteristics, including non-

21 · functioning male genitalia. Plaintiff's mental anguish is intensified by the fact- repeatedly 

22 established in her medical records- that Plaintiff is a biological female based upon her hormone 

23 levels and chemical castration, yet is being forced to live every minute of every day in a body 

24 with male genitalia that does not match· her biology. 

25 v. PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR A NAME CHANGE 

26 59. Plaintiff identifies and has been living as a woman since the 1990s. As part of her 

27 treatment for gender dysphoria and to inilitate against the effects caused by the discrepancy 

28 between Plaintiffs female gender identity and the male sex assigned to her at birth, Plaintiff 
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· changed her name from the normatively masculine Jeffrey Bryan Norsworthy, to the normatively 

2 · feminine name Michelle-Lael Bryanna Norsworthy .. Plaintiff has been using the name "Michelle" 

3 -in all settings in which she had the ability to do so- since the mid-1990s. 

4 60. Use of the name "Jeffrey" is a painful reminder to Plaintiff of the discrepancy 

5 between Plaintiffs female gender identity and the male sex assigned to her at birth and causes 

6 Plaintiff severe distress and anxiety each time it is used. WPATH's Standards of Care recognize 

7 "changes in name and gender markers on identity documents" as an important part of the 

8 treatment for gender dysphoria. Standards of Care at 171-72. In a statement issued by the 

9 WP ATH Board of Directors in 2008, they made it clear that SRS "is not required for social 

10 gender recognition, and such surgery should not be a prerequisite for document or record 

11 changes." Instead, "[ c ]hanges to documentation are important aids to social functioning, and are 

12 a necessary component of the pre-surgical process; delay of document changes may have a 

13 deleterious impact on a patient's social integration and personal safety." 

14 61. Consistent with the Standards of Care, Plaintiff's treating doctors generally refer to 

15 her as "Michelle" not "Jeffrey." 

16 62. With very few exceptions, California law permits any person to obtain a change of 

17 name from a California Superior Court. Cal. Code Civ. Proc. §§ 1275, 1279.5. For a transgender 

18 person seeking a change of name to better conform the name to the person's gender identity, the 

19 law provides that a name change petition must be granted without the necessity of a hearing if no 

20 opposition is raised. 

21 63. Persons under the supervision of CDCR, however, are required to obtain the 

22 permission of the warden of the facility in which he or she is housed ln order to submit 

23 documentation to the Superior Court for approval of a requested name change. Cal. Code Civ. 

24 Proc. § 1279.5. 

25 64. In furtherance of her treatment for gender dysphoria and to minimize the use of the 

· 26 name "Jeffrey" and the pain and distress associated therewith, Plaintiff submitted a request for 

27 approval for a legal name change to the warden oftheCDCR facility to whichshewas assigned 

28 at the time- Defendant Spearman of the Correctional Training Facility. However, her request for 
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1 a name change was denied. 

2 65 . The formal appeal at the first level was bypassed by the appeals coordinator and 

. 3 Plaintiffs appeal was accepted at the second level of review. Defendant Spearman denied. the 

4 appeal, however, because although Spearman "acknowledge[ d] the appellant is in the process of 

5 'trans-sexualism'" he determined "that it would not be appropriate to approve a name change to 

6 · the feminine until the appellant is determined to meet the criteria to be assigned to an institution 

7 for female offenders." Defendant Spearman presented no justification or reasoning for this 

8 position. 

9 66. Defendant Spearman's decision explicitly discriminates against Plaintiff on the 

10 basis of her gender- refusing to allow Plaintiff a feminine name because Plaintiff was assigned 

11 the male sex at birth and has not yet been provided medicallynecessary SRS treatment. 

12 Defendant Spearman's decision further discriminated against Plaintiff because she is a 

13 transsexuai woman, treating Plaintiff's request differently and subjecting it to different criteria 

14 than he would the name change request of an inmate who was not trans gender. 

15 67. In addition to being discriminatory, Defendant Spearman's denial of Plaintiff's 

16 request to pursue. a legal name change was deliberately indifferent to Plaintiffs gender dysphoria 

17 and the mental anguish and suffering caused by not being able to legally change her name. 

18 Defendant Spearman was fully aware that Plaintiff suffers from gender dysphoria, even 

19 acknowledging her condition in the decision, but failed to take any reasonable measures to 

20 address the ongoing mental anguish that Plaintiff unnecessarily suffers as a result of not being 

21 able to change her name or to offer any legitimate justification for refusing to allow her to pursue 

22 a legal name change. 

23 68. Plaintiff appealed to the third level of review, where the appeals examiners, 

24 Defendants Van Leer and Lozano, found the Warden's denial of Plaintiffs name change request 

25 "appropriate as the appellant is still incarcerated in an institution for men." 

26 69. The decision of Defendants Van Leer and Lozano to deny Plaintiff access to 

27 pursue a name change- just like that of Defendant Spearman- clearly discriminates against 

28 Plaintiff by treating Plaintiffs request differently than those of other inmates solely on the basis 
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of Plaintiffs gender and gender dysphoria. In addition to being discriminatory, Defendants Van 

2 Leer and Lozano were deliberately indifferent to Plaintiffs gender dysphoria and the mental 

3 anguish and suffering caused by not being able to legally change her name. 

4 70. The fmal denial by Defendants Van Leer and Lozano exhausted Plaintiffs 

5 administrative remedies available to her within the CDCR. Because Plaintiff is incarcerated, she 

6 is unable to petition the California Superior Court for a name change without first obtaining 

7 approval from the Warden and ultimately Defendant Beard, the Secretary of the CDCR. Cal. 

8 Code Civ. Proc. § 1279.5. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

71. Defendant Beard thus has ultimate authority for whether or not Plaintiff is allowed 

to pursue a legal name change and for the implementation of CDCR policy with regard to inmate 

name changes. Defendant Beard has endorsed and affirmed the discriminatory and deliberately 

indifferent conduct of Defendants Spearman, Van Leer and Lozano by failing tp intercede and 

grant Plaintiffs request to pursue a legal name change and by failing to ensure that the name 

change policy is implemented in a fair and non-discriminatory marmer and/or that inmates receive 

medically necessary treatment for gender dysphoria, including the ability to change one's legal 

name. 

72. Plaintiff seeks permission for a legal name change as a further step toward . 

18 minimizing the discrepancy between her gender identity and the sex she was assigned at birth and 

19 as a fundamental aspect of expression of her true, female identity. As a transsexual woman, 

20 Plaintiff suffers severe emotional and psychological stress and anxiety when she is referred to by 

21 the nonnatively masculine name given to her at birth. 

22 73. This distress can be alleviated by a simple name change that will aid in the 

23 treatment of Plaintiff's gender dysphoria and all.ow Plaintiff to express herself authentically in 

24 accordance with her female gender identity. The repeated refusal to provide Plaintiff with this 

25 treatment for gender dysphoria serves no gove=entobjective, and there is no rational basis 

26 under which to deny her requested name change. The only explanation offered (that Plaintiff does i 

27 not qualifY for placement in a women's facility) is wholly unsupported by the medical literature 

28 regarding the treatment of gender dysphoria and clearly discriminates against Plaintiff based upon 
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her gender and gender dysphoria. 

COUNT ONE 

VIOLATION OF 42 U.S.C. § 1983 BASED UPON 
DEPRN ATION OF EIGHTH AMENDMENT RIGHTS RESULTING FROM 

FAILURE TO PROVIDE MEDICALLY NECESSARY SURGERY 

(against Defendants Beard, Newton, Adams, Zamora, and Coffin) 

74. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the allegations of Paragraphs I through 73 as if fully 

7 set forth herein. 

8 75. Plaintiff has been diagnosed with the serious medical condition of gender 

9 dysphoria which, despite 14 years of feminizing hormone therapy and chemical castration, 

10 continues to cause Plaintiff serious mental distress, and requires treatment in the. form of SRS as 

11 prescribed by Plaintiffs former treating mental health provider, Dr. Reese, and supported by 

12 prevailing medical standards of care. 

13 76. Each Defendant- acting in his/her official capacity and under color of state law-

14 was and remains deliberately indifferent to Plaintiffs medical need for SRS. Each Defendant 

15 knew of Plaintiffs serious medical need for SRS and disregarded Plaintiffs need and failed to 

16 take any reasonable measures to address Plaintiffs continued pain and suffering resulting from 

17 her gender dysphoria. The deliberate indifference of each. Defendant is further demonstrated by 

18 that Defendant's unreasonable reliance on their own conclusions or those of other non-specialized 

19 individuals rather than the conclusions and recommendations of a health care professional with 

20 sufficient training and/or experience in the treatment ofgender dysphoria. 

21 
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77. Defendants' continued denial of SRS is causing irreparable harm to Plaintiff, 

includin9 severe anxiety and distress as a result of the discrepancy between her remaining male 

sex characteristics, including non-functioning male genitalia, and her female gender identity. 

Plaintiffs mental anguish is intensified by the fact- repeatedly established in her medical records 

-that Plaintiff is a "biological female" based upon her hormone levels and chemical castration, 

yet is being forced to live every minute of every day in a body with male genitalia that does not 

match her biology. The denial of SRS also unreasonably and recklessly places Plaintiff at 

increased risk for heart and vascular conditions and certain types of cancer, particularly given that 

20 
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1 she is afflicted with Hepatitis C, which risks could be substantially reduced as a result of the 

· 2 substantially reduced hormone treatments that would be required following SRS. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

78, By failing to provide SRS to Plaintiff while incarcerated, Defendants have 

deprived Plaintiff of her right to medically necessary treatment guaranteed by the Eighth 

Amendment to the United States Constitution. 

COUNT TWO 

VIOLATION OF 42 US.C § 1983 BASED UPON DEPRN AT! ON OF FOURTEENTH 
AMENDMENT RIGHT TO EQUAL PROTECTION BY REFUSING PLAINTIFF SRS ON 

THE BASIS OF GENDER AND TRANSGENDER STATCS 

(against Defendants Beard, Newton, Adams, Zamora, and Coffin) 

79. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the allegations of Paragraphs 1 through 78 as if fully 

11 set forth herein. 

12 80. California Code of Regulations ("C.C.R.") Title 15, Section 3350.1 identifies 

13 vaginoplasty as a "[s]urgery not medically necessary [that] shall not be provided" except for 

14 cystocele or rectocele unless the patient's attending physician prescribes the treatment and "[t]he 

15 service is approved by the medical authorization review committee and the health care review 

16 committee." 15 C.C.R. § 3350.l(b)(2); 15 C.C.R. § 3350.l(d). 

17 81. This regulatory scheme discriminates against transsexual women inmates by 

18 making vaginoplasty de facto unavailable for such inmates but allowing the treatment for non-

19 trans gender female inmates with certain conditions such as cystocele. The statute singles out 

20 inmates assigned male at birth, and trans gender women inmates in particular, by placing onerous, 

21 significant barriers to obtaining vaginoplasty even when, as here, it is medically necessary. 

22 82. Each of the Defendants applied the statute in a manner that discriminated against 

23 Plaintiff on the basis of her gender and trans gender status. In considering Plaintiffs need for 

24 SRS, each Defendant failed to give proper consideration to the specific circumstances of 

25 Plaintiffs gender dysphoria and need for SRS but instead based their conclusions on factors and 

26 processes that they would not have considered in determining the medical necessity of a treatment 

27 for a non-transgender inmate's request for medically-necessary surgery. Each Defendant 

28 regarded and applied the statute as a de facto bar to Plaintiffs request for SRS- and vaginoplasty 
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in particular- solely as the result of Plaintiff being assigned male at birth, and a transsexual 

2 woman in particular. 

3 83. Finally, each Defendant discriminated against Plaintiff and manifested deliberate 

4 indifference to the mental anguish and suffering still resulting from her gender dysphoria by 

5 failing to prescribe SRS and refer Plaintiffs SRS for approval by the medical authorization 

6 review co=ittee and the health care review co=ittee pursuant to 15 C.C.R. § 3350.1( d) 

7 84. Defendants intentionally treat Plaintiff differently from non-transgender female 

8 inmates seeking vaginoplasty due to her gender and trans gender status. · 

9 85. Due to the difference in treatment, similarly situated non-trans gender women with 

10 serious medical needs are able to receive adequate medical care, including medically necessary 

11 vaginoplasty, but inmates assigned male at birth and trarisgender inmates requiring such treatment 

12' are either barred from receiving it or, at a minimum, held to a more onerous standard. 

13 86. The difference in treatment between trans gender women and non-transgender 

14 women does not further any important goveillment interest in a way that is substantially related to 

15 that interest, nor is it rationally related to any legitimate government interest. 

16 87. Defendants' discriminatory denial of SRS is causing irreparable harm to Plaintiff, 

17 including severe anxiety and distress as a res:1lt of the discrepancy between her remaining male 

18 sex characteristics, including non-functioning male genitalia; and her female gender identity. 

19 Plaintiffs mental anguish is intensified by the fact- repeatedly established in her medical records 

20 -that Plaintiff is a "biological female" based upon her hormone levels and chemical castration, 

21 yet is being forced to live every minute of every day in a body with male genitalia that does not 

22 match her biology. The denial of SRS also unreasonably and recldessly places Plaintiff at 

23 increased risk for heart and vascular conditions and certain types of cancer, particularly given that 

24 she is afflicted with Hepatitis C, which risks could be substantially reduced as a result of the 

25 substantially reduced hormone treatments that would be required following SRS. 

26 88. By failing to provide SRS to Plaintiff while incarcerated, Defendants have 

27 deprived Plaintiff of her right to equal protection under the laws guaranteed by the Fourteenth 

28 Amendment to the United States Constitution. 
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COUNT THREE 

VIOLATION OF 42 U.S.C. § 1983 BASED UPON 
DEPRIVATION OF EIGHTH AMENDMENT RIGHTS RESULTING FROM 

FAILURE TO ALLOW PLAINTIFF LEGAL NAME CHANGE 

(against Defendants Beard, Spearman, Van Leer and Lozano) 

89. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the allegations of Paragraphs 1 through 'gg as if fully 

6 set forth herein. 

7 90. Plaintiff has been diagnosed with the serious medical condition of gender 

8 dysphoria and the continued use of Plaintiff's normatively masculine legal name causes Plaintiff 

9 serious mental distress that would be significantly reduced by allowing Plaintiff to change her 

10 legal name to her preferred normatively feminine name, Michelle-Lael Bryanna Norsworthy. 

ll 91. Each Defendant~ acting in his/her official capacity and under color of state law-

12 was and remains deliberately indifferent to Plaintiffs medical need for a legal name change, in 

13 spite of Plaintiffs well-documented condition and widely recognized Standards of Care 

14 recognizing the need for a name change. Each Defendant !mew of Plaintiffs serious medical 

15 need for the name change and deliberately disregarded Plaintiffs need and failed to take any 

16 reasonable measures to address Plaintiffs continued pain and suffering resulting from her 

17 inability to legally change her name. The deliberate indifference of each Defendant is further 

18 demonstrated by that Defendant's unreasonable reliance on their own conclusions or those of 

19 other non-specialized individuals rather than the conclusions and recommendations of a health 

20 care professional with sufficient training and/ or experience in the treatment of gender dysphoria. 

21 92. Defendants' continued denial of the request to pursue a legal name change is 

22 causing irreparable harm to Plaintiff, including severe anxiety and distress. 

23 93. By failing to provide permission for Plaintiff to petition the California Superior 

24 Court for a name change while incarcerated, Defendants have deprived Plaintiff of her right to 

25 medically necessary treatment guaranteed by the Eighth Amendment to the United States 

26 Constitution. 
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COUNT FOUR 

2 VIOLATION OF 42 U.S.C. § 1983 BASED UPON DEPRIV AT! ON OF FOURTEENTH 
AMENDMENT RJGHT TO EQUAL PROTECTION BY REFUSING PLAINTIFF 

3 PERMISSION TO PURSUE A LEGAL NAME CHANGE ON THE BASIS OF GENDER AND 

4 

5 

6 94. 

TRANSGENDERSTATUS 

(against Defendants Beard, Spearman, Van Leer and Lozano) 

Plaintiff repeats and realleges the allegations of Paragraphs I through 93 as if fully 

7 set forth herein. 

8 95. California Code of Regulations, Title 15, section 32.94.5 explicitly aliows inmates 

9 to request legal name changes. 

10 96. Each Defendant- acting in his/her official capacity and under color of state law-

11 discriminated against Plaintiff by refusing to permit her to seek a legal name change as a result of 

12 her gender and trans gender status. In particular, each Defendant refused Plaintiff's request to 

13 change her name to a normatively feminine name solely because Plaintiff was assigned male at 

14 birth. Upon information and belief, similarly situated non-trans gender female inmates are 

15 permitted to change their names to normatively feminine names and similarly situated non-

16 · trans gender male inmates are permitted to change their names to desired normatively masculine 

17 names. 

18 97. . This difference in treatment with regard to name changes based upon gender and 

19 trans gender status does not further any important government interest in a way that is 

20 substantially related to that interest, nor is it rationiilly related to any legitimate government 

21 interest. · 

22 98. Defendants' discriminatory denial of Plaintiff's request to petition the California 

23 Superior Court for a name change is causing irreparable harm to Plaintiff, including severe 

24 anxiety and distress. 

25 99. By failing to provide permission for Plaintiff to petition the California Superior 

26 Court for a name change while incarcerated, Defendants have deprived Plaintiff of her right to 

27 equal protection under the laws guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States 

28 Constitution. 
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1 PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

2 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendants Beard, Newton, Adams, 

3 Zamora, Coffm, Spearman, Van Leer and Lozano, and Does 1-30 as follows: 

4 l 00. Enter injunctive relief enjoining Defendants from interfering with the discretion of 

5 the mental health and other medical professionals involved in Plaintiffs care; 

6 101. Enter injunctive relief declaring California Code of Regulations, Title 15, Section 

7 3350.l(b)(2) unconstitutional on its face and as applied; 

8 102. Enter injunctive relief enjoining Defendants to provide Plaintiff with adequate 

9 medical care, including SRS; 

10 103. Enter injunctive relief requiring Defendants to allow Plaintiff to seek a legal name 

11 change in the Superior Court of California .. pursuant to California Code of Regulations, Title 15, 

12 section 3294.5; California Code of Civil Procedure sections 1279.5, 1276 and 1277; 

13 104. Award reasonable attorneys fees and costs to Plaintiff pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 

14 1988; and 
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105. Such other relief as the Court finds appropriate in the interests of justice. 

Dated: July 2, 2014 

25 

MORGAN, LEWIS & BOCKIUS LLP 

By Is!- Herman J. Ho ina 
HERMAN J. HOYING 
MORGAN, LEWIS & BOCKIUS LLP 
One Market, Spear Street Tower 
San Francisco, California 94105-1126 
Telephone: 415.442.1000 
Facsimile: 415.442.1001 
bhoying@morganlewis.com 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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